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Abstract
Large interruptions of power supply in the transmission system have considerable
impact on modern society. The goal for the transmission system operator (TSO)
is to prevent and mitigate such events with optimal decisions in design, planning,
operation and maintenance. Identifying critical power components for system
reliability provides one important input to this decision-making.
This thesis develops quantitative component reliability importance indices applicable for identifying critical components in real transmission systems. Probabilistic
models with component failure statistics are combined with detailed power system
models evaluated with the AC power flow technique. In the presented method each
system component is assigned three importance indices based on outage events
expected probability and consequence to (i) reduced system security margin, (ii)
interrupted load supply and (iii) disconnected generation units. By ranking components by each of the three interests, a more complete view of the risks to system
reliability can be assessed than if, as traditionally, only (ii) is modelled. The impact
on security margin is studied in well established critical transfer sections (CTS)
supervised by the TSO. TSOs set the CTSs limits [MW] based on deterministic
security criteria, with regard to thermal, voltage level, and system stability limits,
and the CTSs’ condition at post-contingency state is in the method used as an
indicator of the system security margin.
The methodology is extended with three indices modified to quantify the
component importance for common-cause events initiated by acts of sabotage.
The developed methods are applied on a significant part of the Great Britain
transmission system, modelling 7 000 components and 107 substation layouts. The
study includes several load demand scenarios, 200 million initiating outage events
and non-functioning protection equipment. The resulting component ranking provides an important input to the TSO’s decision-making, and could be implemented
as a complement to the existing deterministic N - 1 criterion. With the methods
applied a TSO can perform further and more detailed assessments on a few critical components in order to enhance system reliability for equipment failures and
strengthen the system vulnerability against sabotage.
Key words: Transmission system reliability, component reliability importance
index, Great Britain power system, power flow analysis, system adequacy, system
security, system vulnerability.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter provides a general background to the topic and the related research.
The thesis objective and main contributions are presented.

1.1

Background

The electric power system has traditionally been considered to consist of three
functional zones; the generation, transmission and distribution [1]. The function
of the entire system is to transfer energy from the available resources to the end
consumers. At practically the same moment that the energy is converted into
electric power in the generation system, the energy is consumed by the end users.
The bulk electric power is typically transferred in the power transmission system
over long distances, at high voltage levels, from the generator utilities to major
load centers. The distribution systems continue the transfer at lower voltage levels,
and deliver power to end consumers.
The power system consists of various types of interconnected components such
as lines, transformers and circuit breakers, to enable system function. The system
is constantly subjected to failures in its interconnected components, caused by for
example lightning, storms, human errors, or aging equipment.
Component outages in the distribution systems account for the absolute majority
of the faults that result in an interruption of supply for the end consumers [1].
However, these are generally relatively localized compared to interruptions in the
transmission system. The consequences to modern society of a large interruption
of supply (blackout) in the transmission system is considerable high. Important
and vulnerable functions in the society, such as telecommunication, heating and
water supply, normally only function a few hours after an interruption of supply.
Local backup generators can be available for some of the critical functions in the
society, but this requires an organized distribution of fuel to the affected areas.
The associated cost for the society of a large scale interruption is significant [2, 3].
1
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For the two largest blackouts in the Swedish transmission system, occurring in
1983 and 2003 [4], the related societal cost (in 2009 consumer price index) has been
estimated to 1 100 MSEK and 334 MSEK respectively [5].1 The blackout in North
America 2003 resulted in interrupted supply for over 50 million people and the
related costs has been estimated to $7 000M-$10 000M [6].
Since an outage event in the transmission system can propagate and paralyze
the society in a widespread geographical area, the system has been constructed to
meet the high needs of reliability. It is generally designed, operated and planned
with the deterministic N - 1 criterion, which is a rule according to which the system
must be able to withstand the loss of any principal.2 single component [7] Clearly
this criterion provides a security margin against unwanted conditions in the system.
However, it can be argued that it does not provide a sufficient margin given the
recent years major blackouts. The system is by many considered to be operated
under higher stress conditions than it originally was designed for. One solution is to
apply a stronger N - 2 criterion for (i) credible component outages, as implemented
in the GB transmission system [8], or (ii) in critical parts of the system, as in
the Swedish transmission system [5]. However, a general N - 2 criterion for the
entire system is commonly recognized to be financially unjustified [9]. In 2003
the Swedish TSO estimated the investment of re-designing its system to a general
N - 2 criterion to 12 000 MSEK, which then was considered to not be justified in
the national economy [5]. It is instead recognized to be more beneficial to reduce
the likelihood of outage events, and to limit the damages of severe events by an
improved restoration process [5].
An alternative to N - 2 is to incorporate risk management into the design, planning, operation and maintenance of the system. This also provides a complement
to the existing N - 1 criterion, which main weakness is its absence of considering
different component outages likelihood. Within the deterministic framework the
outage event with the worst consequence sets the system capability, and events
with lower consequence but higher likelihood may be missed; non-optimal decisions
may therefore be made in the planning process. However, in recent years there has
been a tendency by the TSOs to extend the deterministic, “worst case” dimensioning, grid rules with probabilistic risk concepts. In the Nordic grid code [7], for
instance, the planning criterion is based on the deterministic rules, but multiple
component outage events are also included based on qualitative considerations of
their associated probability and consequence. Identified high risk events to system
reliability are included in the set of deterministic secured events for which the
system is designed and operated to withstand without system violations.
Identifying events or components that constitute a high risk to system reliability
is one important part in the risk management. This thesis introduces quantitative
component importance indices that can provide valuable input to the decision-

1 $1

≈ 7 Swedish krona (SEK), August 2011.
of “principal” components in [7] are lines, production units, transformers or busbars.
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making within design, planning, operation and maintenance of the transmission
system. The advantage with these indices is that they provide a quantitative,
factual based, link between component and system reliability. By ranking the
components’ importance to system reliability, the awareness of the system situation
can be improved and measures can be taken to reduce the risk. Furthermore, with
importance indices the traditional deterministic criteria can be extended to also
incorporate components constituting a high risk to system reliability.

1.1.1

Related research within the RCAM group

A maximized reliability performance for a given total cost is one of the major goals
for a non-commercial power transmission owner. For a competitive distribution
system company the general goal is to maximize revenue with an acceptable level
of risk. In both cases there is a balance of the system reliability level required by
society and the cost of the same. One step to reach these goals and to work towards
an “optimal” balance is to improve the decision-making in asset management by
introducing quantitative reliability methods. This shifts the proportion of decisions
based on subjective judgements to more factual based knowledge.
Maintenance optimization including effective and efficient maintenance is one
important part within the factual based asset management. Where, when and how
should maintenance optimally be performed in the system? The RCM (reliabilitycentered maintenance) method is one generally known approach for cost-efficient
maintenance planning, first developed within the aircraft industry [10, 11]. Based
on concepts from RCM the quantitative reliability-centered asset management
(RCAM) method was developed for power systems by Bertling [12, 13]. This work
led to the establishment of the research group RCAM at KTH, which history is
further presented in [14].
The overall vision for the RCAM research group is to establish a comprehensive
program for optimal handling of assets in the electric power systems, as well
as development of its own expertise in the area. The group comprises three
main research areas that are essential for the RCAM method; (i) maintenance
planning and optimization including RCM methods [15], (ii) reliability modelling for
complex systems, including component importance indices [15], and (iii) lifetimeand reliability modelling for power system components [16, 17]. The research
areas includes generation [18, 19], distribution systems [20, 21] and transmission
systems [22]. This thesis is part of a Ph.D. project included in area (ii) of the
research group. This includes the development of component importance indices
suitable for transmission systems.
Appended Paper I provides an introduction to the present work within the
RCAM research group.

4
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RCAM and component importance indices

Hilber [15] presented a maintenance optimization method for power distribution
systems, which includes research area (i) and (ii) in the RCAM research group. The
presented maintenance optimization method is based on component importance
indices specifically developed for power systems. The indices establish a link between
the component reliability and system reliability, and this is a crucial part in the
developed optimization method, and within the RCAM framework. The indices
are developed for, and tested on, real distribution systems. The method points out
system components where the maintenance should be (1) intensified, (2) reduced, or
(3) unchanged. However, the reliability method and component indices are mainly
developed for distribution systems, and not suited for transmission systems with
high redundancy. Since these systems normally adhere to the deterministic criteria
this implies that component outages do not normally result in interruption of supply,
but in reduced system margins. Hence, the link between the component reliability
and system reliability is relatively complex to model due to the high robustness of
the system. A natural continuation in the RCAM framework is therefore to develop
component importance indices and reliability evaluation methods that are suitable
for transmission systems, as presented in this thesis. This enables application of
the maintenance optimization method and the RCAM framework to transmission
systems.

1.2

Project objective

This thesis is part of the Ph.D. project “Reliability modelling and design for
complex power systems” within the Maintenance Management research program
at Swedish Center of Excellence in Electric Power Engineering (EKC2 ) at KTH.
The main objective of this project is to develop applicable quantitative methods
for identifying critical components for system reliability in transmission systems.
The aim is to provide the transmission system operator additional inputs to the
decision making in the planning of the system. To reach this objective, methods
for deducing component importance indices has been developed and tested on a
model of an existing transmission system.

1.3. Main contributions

1.3
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Main contributions

The work presented in this thesis is focused on the development of applicable
methods for identifying critical components for reliability in existing transmission
systems. The four main scientific contributions of this thesis are:
• Method 1
Identifying critical components for system reliability
Three developed component reliability importance indices based on single and
multiple outage events expected probability and system impact at different
load scenarios.
1. The study of components’ importance to transmission system reliability
in three separate interests of the system: (i) TSO’s system security
margin, (ii) distribution system companies’ (DisCO) load supply and
(iii) generation companies’ (GenCO) ability to supply energy.
Introduced in Chapter 6 and presented in Papers IV and V

2. The approach of using the critical transfer sections’ condition as an
indicator of the outage events’ impact on TSO’s system security margin.
Introduced in Chapter 5 and presented in Papers III–V

• Method 2
Identifying critical components vulnerable to common-cause events
Three developed component importance indices for severe common-cause
events not easily susceptible to probabilistic modelling.
3. The two methods enable a component ranking for a system subjected
to either (i) multiple independent component outages due to technical
failures, or (ii) common-cause outage events initiated by acts of sabotage.
Introduced in Chapter 7 and presented in Paper V

• Methods applicability on large transmission systems
4. The methods applicability for existing transmission systems are proven
by identifying critical components for a detailed model of the Great
Britain system including nearly 7 000 components and 107 substation
layouts.

Introduced in Chapter 4 and presented in Papers IV and V

• Additional contribution:
– Component importance indices for distribution systems implemented
in the in-house developed RACalc software. The Sandviken case study
shows that if the expected outage rate can be decreased by 10% in top
ranked components (21% of the population), a total system reliability
improvement of about 7% can be gained.
Introduced in Chapter 3 and presented in Paper II

6
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Author’s contribution in appended papers

All appended papers are the result of a collective work by the author, supervisors
and co-authors. A closer division of the work between authors is presented below.
Paper I [23]
All authors collectively worked with this paper that provides an introduction to
the work within the RCAM research group. The author focused on the chapter
named “Risk method mapping”.
Paper II [24]
This paper is the result of a Master of Science project presented in [25] by the
former students Cleas Böös and Richard Göransson. The author supervised the
project together with Dr. Carl Johan Wallnerström and Dr. Partik Hilber. The
author wrote major parts of the paper. The software implementation of RACalc
and case study calculations were performed by Cleas Böös and Richard Göransson.
Paper III [26]
The author wrote and contributed to the major parts of the article under supervision
of Dr. Stefan Arnborg, Prof. Roland Eriksson and Prof. Lina Bertling.
Paper IV [27]
The author wrote and contributed to major parts of the paper under supervision of
Dr. Patrik Hilber and Dr. Stefan Arnborg. Dr. Nathaniel Taylor contributed to the
implementation of the computer cluster, with proofreading, and wrote Section IV.B.
Paper V [28]
The author, Dr. Daniel Månsson and Dr. Patrik Hilber formulated the outline of the
paper. Dr. Stefan Arnborg contributed with supervision, reviewing and discussion
on the content. Dr. Daniel Månsson wrote major parts of Section 1.D and Section 7
in the paper. The author performed all system analysis and calculations, and wrote
the remaining sections of the paper.

1.3. Main contributions

1.3.2
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Additional papers not appended

A J. Setréus, L. Bertling and S. Mousavi Gargari. Simulation Method for
Reliability Assessment of Electrical Distribution Systems. In Proc. of the
Nordic conference on Nordic Distribution and Asset Management (NORDAC),
Stockholm, Sweden, August 2006. [29]
B J. Setréus, C.J. Wallnerström and L. Bertling. A comparative study of
regulation policies for interruption of supply of electrical distribution systems
in Sweden and UK. In Proc. of the International Conference on Electricity
Distribution, CIRED 2007, Vienna, Austria, May 2007. [30]
C J. Setréus and L. Bertling. Introduction to HVDC technology for reliable
electrical power systems. In Proc. of the 10th International Conference on
Probabilistic Methods Applied to Power System (PMAPS), Rincón, Puerto
Rico, May 2008. [31]
D R. Leelaruji, J. Setréus, L. Bertling and G. Olguin,. Availability assessment of
the HVDC converter transformer system. In Proc. of the 10th International
Conference on Probabilistic Methods Applied to Power System (PMAPS),
Rincón, Puerto Rico, May 2008. [32]
E C.J. Wallnerström, A. Isenberg, J. Setréus and P. Hilber, The potential of
using equivalent comparison standards to judge effectible costs in electrical
distribution tariff regulation. In Proc. of the International Conference on
Electricity Distribution, CIRED 2011, June 2011, Frankfurt, Germany. [33]
In addition to this the following publications have been written within the
project [34–37].
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Thesis Outline

This thesis serves as an introduction and extended summary of the appended
papers. The chapters of the thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 provide definitions for the key terms used in the thesis.
Chapter 3 gives a brief introduction to the basic concepts of power system reliability evaluations and developed component importance indices for distribution
systems. General adopted assumptions and a number of challenges within the
research area are discussed. The developed reliability tool RACalc, evaluating
importance indices for distribution systems, is applied in a case study.
Paper II is introduced

Chapter 4 presents the two main power system models that are studied in the
thesis: RBTS and the Great Britain system. The implemented computation
cluster used for evaluating importance indices in the GB system study is
described at the of the chapter.
Chapter 5 starts with an introduction to existing methods quantifying the reliability security margin in transmission systems and then introduces the
component importance indices for security margin.
Indices in Papers III and IV are introduced

Chapter 6 first provides a concise review of developed component importance
indices for transmission systems. The proposed method to quantify components’ importance for transmission system reliability with three indices is
introduced and applied on the GB system. The main results and potential
applications are discussed.
Paper IV is introduced

Chapter 7 introduces the method for deducing component importance to transmission system vulnerability subjected to common-cause outage events initiated
by acts of sabotage.
Paper V is introduced

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and present areas for future work.

Reading guideline
It is recommended to start reading Chapters 2–4, followed by Papers III, IV and V.
Then the reader can continue with Chapters 5–8, which provide reviews of earlier
published methods, and gives a more detailed description and discussion of some
of the aspects in the proposed component importance indices.

Chapter 2

Definitions and general
concepts
This chapter provide definitions for the key terms used in the thesis. The concepts
of N - 1 criterion and adequacy and security reliability are discussed.

2.1

Definitions

The definitions presented below are mainly adopted from the IEEE standards
100 [38], 493-2007 [39] and 859-1987(R2008) [40], unless otherwise stated.
• Component: “A piece of electrical or mechanical equipment viewed as an
entity for the purpose of reliability evaluation.” [39] 1
• System: “A group of components connected or associated in a fixed configuration to perform a specified function.” [39]
• Reliability: “The ability of a component or system to perform required
functions under stated conditions for a stated period of time.” [39]
• Risk : “The combination of the probability of an event and its
consequence.”2 [41]
• Failure: “The inability of a component to perform its required function.” [40]
A failure causes a component outage.

1 Examples of typical component types in this thesis are: lines, transformers, generators,
circuit breakers, line protection systems, and busbars.
2 In this thesis a higher risk means a lower reliability, and vice versa.

9
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• Outage (or outage occurrence): The change in the state of a component from
the in-service state to the outage state; that is, it is partially or fully isolated
from the system.3 [40]. An outage is either forced or scheduled. For a further
division see Section 3.2.1.
• Outage event: An event involving the outage occurrence of one or more
components. [40]
• Interruption (or interruption of supply): The loss of electric power supply to
one or more load points in the system.4 [38]
• Contingency: See outage event.
• Disturbance: Any perturbation to the electric power system that may result
in an outage event. [38]
• Load shedding: “Disconnecting or interrupting the electrical supply to a
customer load by the utility, usually to mitigate the effects of generating
capacity deficiencies or transmission limitations.” [38]
Synonym: Load curtailment.

2.2

Concepts of adequacy and security

System adequacy and system security are two fundamental concepts within reliability analysis of power systems. The following definitions are used in this
thesis:
• Adequacy:
(i) “..the existence of sufficient facilities within a power system to satisfy the
customer demand.” [1],
(ii) “The ability of the electric system to supply the aggregate electrical
demand and energy requirements of the end-use customers at all times,
taking into account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages
of system elements.” [42].
• Security:
(i) “..the ability of a power system to respond to disturbances arising within
that system.” [1],
(ii) “The ability of the power system to withstand sudden disturbances such
as electric short circuits or non anticipated loss of system components.” [42].
3 An

outage may or may not cause an interruption of supply, depending on system configuration.
to the definition in [39] an interruption of supply is present when the load point
voltage is reduced to less than 10% of the nominal rms magnitude.
4 According

2.2. Concepts of adequacy and security
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System
Reliability

System
Adequacy

System
Security
Security analysis

Transient
(dynamic)

Steady state

Figure 2.1: Power system reliability can be divided into system adequacy and system
security. System security assessments can be performed by either dynamic or static
analysis.

In brief terms, adequacy describes the system’s ability to function during a certain
time frame, and security describes the margin to which this function actually is
compromised. The security margin is dependent on the present system operating
conditions and is time-varying. Figure 5.1, on page 51, shows an illustration of how
the system security margin can be interpreted. One example of a system adequacy
index is the expected energy not supplied (EENS) [MWh/yr]. An example of a
measure of the system security margin is the deterministic N - 1 criterion (see Section
2.3). Quantitative probabilistic measures of system security are not common, but
a few methodologies are presented in Chapter 5.
Reliability evaluations (deterministic or probabilistic) of power systems include
dynamic and static assessments of contingencies at different system scenarios. A
dynamic stability assessment investigates whether the transition between the former
system state and the new (if one exists) equilibrium point is possible without system
instability issues. The static analysis (with e.g. AC power flow) determines the
steady-state conditions in the new equilibrium point, if one exists, in the system,
assuming that the oscillations from the contingency are totally damped out.
Figure 2.1 shows the subdivision of power system reliability as viewed in this
thesis. System security studies often involve dynamical analysis and simulations,
but this is not necessarily the case. They can also include static analysis of outage
events’ impact on the power system security margin measured by the deterministic
criteria. This can also be referred to as a “steady-state security” [43] assessment of
the deterministic security margin.
This thesis is limited to static contingency analysis conducted with the AC
power flow technique. Dynamic analysis is only included indirectly when the
transfer limits for critical transfer sections (CTS) are set for the initial base case
(see Section 2.4). These limits are set by the transmission system operator with
respect to thermal limits, voltage level limits and system stability, based on static
and dynamic simulations.
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2.3

The deterministic N - 1 criterion

The N - 1 criterion is commonly adapted both in the planning and operation of
transmission systems. The intention of the rule is to ensure a certain level of reliability and security margin in the system with a reasonable investment cost. There
are several definitions of this criterion in the literature, but no commonly accepted.
The two following definitions are from UCTE and Nordel, which today both are
within the organization European Network of Transmission System Operators for
Electricity (ENTSO-E).
• N - 1 criterion:
(i) “The N - 1 criterion is a rule according to which elements remaining in
operation after failure of a single network element (such as transmission line
/ transformer or generating unit, or in certain instances a busbar) must be
capable of accommodating the change of flows in the network caused by that
single failure.” [44],
(ii) “N - 1 criteria are a way of expressing a level of system security entailing
that a power system can withstand the loss of an individual principal component (production unit, line, transformer, bus bar, consumption etc.).” [7].

The N - 1 criterion can be generalized to an N - m criterion, including m simultaneous, or close in time, component outages.
The actual implementations and details of the N - 1 criterion differ depending
on the rules the specific transmission system operator (TSO) has agreed on. It
also depends on if it is used in the planning (design) or operation of the system. A
comprehensive review of the European TSOs implementations of the deterministic
security criteria is presented by Söder et al. [45].
A strict deterministic criterion includes all component types in the entire system.
However, this strict implementation is to the author’s knowledge never adopted
and normally only component types that are credible to outage occurrence are
included.5 Furthermore, the included component types in the deterministic criteria
implementation is often based on expert judgements and past experience of the
components’ risk (likelihood and consequence) of causing severe outage events. For
example, the implementation of N - 1 in the GB transmission system includes any
single component outage of a line, busbar, transformer, reactor, generator or loss of
double circuit line [8].6 However, coupling circuit breakers are not included in N - 1,
5 Component types included in the set of credible outages are based on past past experience
and expert assessments. Specific components that are considered to expose the system to a high
risk may also be included.
6 The N - 1 criterion is used in the operation of the GB transmission system.
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partly because their associated risk are considered to be relative low [46]. The N - 2
criterion in GB also includes any single line outage prior to the outage of another
line, generator or reactive equipment [8].7 Hence, line components are relatively
well represented in the GB deterministic security criteria, mainly because their
relatively high outage rate compared to other component types.
To avoid confusion with the N - 1 criterion, the expressions of a “n-1 fault” or
a “n-2 fault” are avoided in this thesis. Instead the terminology of single outage
events or multiple outage events are used. If the number of initiating component
outages, k, in a multiple outage event needs to be specified, this is denoted “k:th
order outage event”.

2.4

Transfer capability in critical transfer sections

The fulfilment of deterministic criteria is normally checked for a large number of
outage events (e.g. loss of busbar, line or production unit) in an initial contingency analysis performed on a typical base case scenario. The assessment can
include both dynamic and static analysis on a power system model. One result is
the total transfer capability (TTC) limit [MW] that each critical transfer section
(CTS) in the system can handle prior to the worst case, dimensioning, credible
outage event.8 Figure 2.2 shows an illustration for the transfer capability in a
CTS, which TTC limit is set secured with the deterministic criterion (e.g. N - 1).9
If the dimensioning (credible) event occurs during a system state with a CTS
transfer at the TTC [MW] limit, the system will be at its margin of what it is
capable of. At this post-contingency state, with a CTS transfer referred to as
post
Pworst
MW, the system is close to system breakdown and constrained by either
thermal limits, voltage level limits, or system stability limits. The following definitions of the three limits to transfer capability have been adopted from NERC in [48]:
• Thermal limits – “Thermal limits establish the maximum amount of electrical current that a transmission line or electrical facility can conduct over a
specified time period before it sustains permanent damage by overheating or
before it violates public safety requirements.” [48]

7 The N - 2 criterion is used in the design of the GB transmission system. Section 4.2.1 provides
a more detailed description of the GB deterministic criteria.
8 A critical transfer section (CTS) is normally defined as a geographical cut across certain
transmission lines, where the transfer on the section is the sum of all included lines’ active-power
flows. Other common terms for a critical transfer section are: system boundary or tie line. In
Swedish: Överföringssnitt.
9 The TTC limit includes the deterministic criterion in this thesis, which is in accordance to
the definition by ENTSO-E [47].
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• Voltage level limits – “System voltages and changes in voltages must be
maintained within the range of acceptable minimum and maximum limits.
For example, minimum voltage limits can establish the maximum amount of
electric power that can be transferred without causing damage to the electric
system or customer facilities. A widespread collapse of system voltage can
result in a blackout of portions or all of the interconnected network.” [48]
• System stability limits – “The transmission network must be capable of
surviving disturbances through the transient and dynamic time periods (from
milliseconds to several minutes, respectively) following the disturbance. All
generators connected to ac interconnected transmission systems operate in
synchronism with each other at the same frequency (nominally 60 Hertz).
Immediately following a system disturbance, generators begin to oscillate
relative to each other, causing fluctuations in system frequency, line loadings,
and system voltages. For the system to be stable, the oscillations must
diminish as the electric systems attain a new, stable operating point. If a
new, stable operating point is not quickly established, the generators will likely
lose synchronism with one another, and all or a portion of the interconnected
electric systems may become unstable. The results of generator instability
may damage equipment and cause uncontrolled, widespread interruption of
electric supply to customers.” [48]

It is the lowest of the three limits that constraints the CTS transfer capability.
The net transfer capacity (NTC) (see Figure 2.2) is the maximum transfer
capacity available for exchange for the TSO, after the transmission reliability
margin (TRM) has been subtracted (NTC = TTC − TRM). The TRM is included
to cope with data forecast uncertainties and measurement inaccuracies when the
TTC value is estimated [47].
The result from the initial base case contingency analysis can then be used in
real-time operation or planning to estimate each CTS’s TTC limit for a specific
system state (topology, demand, generation, etc). In the Swedish transmission
system, for instance, each CTS’s TTC limit is updated on minute basis, based on
post
post
the Pworst
from the initial base case scenario. The value of Pworst
, which includes
both static and dynamic simulations, is dependent on the base case scenario, and
post
is changed season-wise. Hence, Pworst
is not updated frequently. The CTS TTC
is in operation estimated with static contingency analysis for a limited number
of major credible events that are known to be dimensioning for the base scenario.
The TTC limit is adjusted so that the CTS transfer after the worst credible outage
post
event equals Pworst
. Given an operating state with known CTSs transfers, the
CTSs’ limits provide the TSO with one indicator of the power transfer margin of
fulfilling the deterministic security criteria, and thereby one measure of expressing
the expected security margin.
The above procedure thus makes it possible to identify component outage
events that are critical for system reliability security margin, but it does not
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include any estimate of the likelihoods of different outages. The outage with the
worst consequence sets the system capability, and events with lower consequence
but higher likelihood may be missed; non-optimal decisions may therefore be made
in the planning process. The component importance indices presented in Chapter 5
aims to quantify the likelihood and consequence of different outage events to the
system security margin.

min{thermal, voltage, stability}

post
Pworst
MW

The dimensioning” credible
outage event occurs

TTC MW

NTC

TTC

TRM

x

0 MW
Figure 2.2: Illustration of the critical transfer section’s (CTS) total transfer capability
(TTC) limit, set based on deterministic security criteria (e.g. N - 1), with regard to
thermal, voltage level, and system stability limits.

Chapter 3

Identifying critical
components for system
reliability
This chapter gives a brief introduction of the basic concepts for power system reliability evaluations and component importance indices. General adopted assumptions
and the main challenges within quantitative reliability evaluations are discussed.
Appended Paper II is introduced to show on the development of reliability evaluation softwares with importance indices for distribution systems within the RCAM
research group.

3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Reliability evaluation of power systems

In quantitative reliability analysis of power systems the main goal is to estimate the
system reliability performance based on the expected component reliability. This is
a broad topic, and a review of the research area and general reliability models and
methods is beyond the scope of this thesis.1 Three excellent books that serve as
an introduction to the subject are [1], [9] and [11]. The first two include reliability
methods and models specifically developed for power systems, whereas the third
treats general technical systems. One additional source is the IEEE Standard
493-2007 [39] which provides fundamental concepts within reliability analysis of
power systems.

1 Instead a number of challenges and approximations within reliability evaluations for power
systems are discussed in Section 3.2.
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The results of the reliability evaluation are normally indices that represent the
reliability of the system. Generally these reliability indices describe the system
ability to supply electric energy to the load points in the system.2 The indices can
be defined either for separate load points or for the overall system. A number of
system reliability indices for power systems are defined in Appendix A.3, and three
typical are
• SAIFI – the expected number of interruptions of supply for an average
customer in the system [int/yr,cust]
• SAIDI – the expected unavailability of supply for an average customer in the
system [h/yr,cust]
• EENS – the expected energy not supplied in the system [kWh/yr] or [MWh/yr].
All three are generally adopted for evaluations at distribution system level. The
index EENS is typically used in reliability assessments of transmission systems.
The system indices provide a measure of the overall system reliability, but they
do not identify the components’ individual contribution to this measure. For this
purpose component reliability importance indices have been developed. These
indices describe each component’s importance to the overall system reliability. In
Section 3.3 component importance indices for power systems are introduced. The
major evaluations steps are discussed in Section 3.2.

3.2

Seven challenges within reliability evaluations

Quantitative reliability modelling of power systems is a challenging task in general.
For transmission systems the task is even more complex. One reason is the high
level of redundancy and component reliability, which results in a comparatively
reliable system. A minority of the outage events in the system lead to consequences
for the load supply to underlying distribution systems, and the challenge is to
identify and quantify the expected probability and consequence of these events in
order to estimate the expected system reliability. Furthermore, major interruptions
and blackouts have historically been associated with dependent outage events [9],
which are complex to model in power system models and are not easily susceptible
of probabilistic modelling.
Dynamic phenomena are more or less involved in all outage events in the
power system and cannot always be neglected in the modelling. Load shedding
mechanisms, which act in case of a power deficit or other system violations, are
normally triggered by inadequate system frequency or under-voltages, and this is
2 To supply electric energy to the load points is the primary function of the system. Hence,
the absolute majority of published indices quantify the reliability of this function. However, as
presented later in this thesis, two additional measures are indices for the security margin and the
generator units’ ability to supply power to the grid.
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complex to model with reliability models. Furthermore, the control room plays
an important role in the restoration work after an outage event, and this human
interaction is certainly hard to model.
To summarize; the system is extremely complex, and approximations, more or
less justified, always have to be included in the modelling. Despite the challenges,
the advantage of a probabilistic assessment is a fact-based, quantitative, input to
the decision making, based on historical data and experiences that are available
within the organization. It shifts the proportion of decisions based on subjective
judgements to more factual based knowledge.
Models and methods for quantitative reliability evaluations of distribution and
transmission systems is a broad topic. However, generally the evaluation includes
the five major steps shown below.3
A Determine the extent of the system model: which components to include and
their outage models.4 Set a base case system scenario with, for example, a
certain network topology and model for load demand.
B Select outage events to evaluate and estimate the probabilities for the resulting
system states.
C.1 Evaluate each outage event’s direct consequences on system function with a
contingency analysis on a power system model.
C.2 Evaluate each event’s consequences during the restoration process when
recovering from the post-contingency state to the normal state.
D Based on the initiating outage events’ probabilities and consequences, calculate system reliability indices and component importance indices.
This evaluation involves a number of different models, methods and approximations,
whose extent depends on the studied system. The following list aims to highlight
the main challenges within each step.
1. Component outage states (A)
2. Collecting component reliability data (A)
3. Component reliability models (A)
4. Selecting representative base case system scenarios (A)
5. Contingency analysis of power system model (C)
6. Handling non-converged outage events (C)
7. Computational time for complex power systems (C)
The following sections serve as an introduction to each of these challenges.
3 This

division is partly adopted from [9].
outages can be independent or dependent and they can be forced or scheduled.

4 Component
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3.2.1

Challenge 1 – Component outage states

One generally adopted assumption that also is used in this thesis is the two-state
outage model for the system components. The component is assumed to either be
in function or not, and partial functional modes are not modelled. The component
function is normally to transfer electric power but additional functions can be
modelled.5
The component outage is either forced or scheduled:
• Forced outage: “An automatic outage, or a manual outage that cannot be
deferred.” [40]
• Scheduled outage: “An intentional manual outage that could have been
deferred without increasing risk to human life, risk to property, or damage to
equipment.” [40]
Scheduled outages are normally initiated for component maintenance. Forced
component outages are caused by failures in the specific component or by system
related outages. The failure is in its turn the result of an initiating incident.
According to the terminology in IEEE Standard 859-1987 [40], the forced
outages are classified into four groups: transient, temporary, permanent, and
system related outages. In the latter category the component outage is not caused
by a failure in the specific component, but it is isolated by the system protection
equipment.6 For the first two categories the component is undamaged and can
be restored by manual or automatic switching operations. For permanent forced
outages the component needs to be repaired or replaced before restored to service.
The transient, temporary and permanent forced outages are all caused by
component failures that are modelled as repairable failures modelled with the
exponential distribution. This is a common adopted simplification within reliability
assessment of power systems. Each failure mode in a component is described by a
constant time to failure and restoration time. This forms a continuously alternating
process (in/out service) which is depicted in Figure A.1 in appendix.
One component may have several modelled failure modes. For instance, as
shown in Table 4.5 on page 44, the reliability model for transmission lines include
the two failure modes of “short” and “long” forced outages. The “short” outages
here represent (more or less) the transient and temporary forced outages, and the
“long” the permanent forced outages. However, some overlap may be present.

3.2.2

Challenge 2 – Collecting component reliability data

The result of a reliability assessment is dependent on the accuracy of the available
component reliability data. One major challenge for the utilities is, to collect,
5 For

circuit breakers the operational function of breaking a current can be added.
this outage type does not depend on the specific component reliability.

6 Hence,
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interpret and store outage statistics for the components in the system. This is not a
trivial task and requires for instance, both expert knowledge within the organization,
and interconnected IT-systems. Furthermore, the benefits of collecting detailed
reliability data and documenting the condition of the assets may not be obvious
for the organization in the short-term, making it difficult to motivate such activity.
It is a continuous process and the data needs to be dynamically updated.

3.2.3

Challenge 3 – Component reliability models

The reliability statistics is typically condensed into average values such as the mean
time to failure (MTTF) and mean time to repair (MTTR), per component type.7
However, a component type does more or less represent a diversified population
and each component has its own operating conditions (e.g. voltage level, loading
and environment) influencing its reliability. The restoration time after a component
outage depends on a number of parameters (e.g. location, fault type, workforce and
spare availability). Hence, the variance of the reliability parameters for a certain
component type can be considerable. To improve the models and methods for
the parameter estimation of the power system components is one major challenge
within the area. Component diagnostic measurements on e.g. power transformers,
lines and cables, will aid this purpose.
In appended Paper I, four different approaches for component reliability data
are discussed in Section “Detailed reliability data”.

3.2.4

Challenge 4 – Selecting representative base case system scenarios

The power system is a dynamic system, constantly changing due to e.g. load demand,
generation, disturbances and switching actions. Hence, it could be claimed that the
system never is in truly steady state condition [49]. However, to be able to model
and evaluate the system at all, one has to select representative base case scenarios
as starting points for further system assessments. In these base case scenarios, the
system is “freezed” in a certain configuration, representing e.g. a specific hour in a
season or day. Conditions such as the system topology, load demand, scheduled
generation, and transfer capabilities are assumed and estimated based on past
experience and forecasts.
There is a challenge in modelling and selecting appropriate base case scenarios
that represent the real system in any reliability assessment. The results will depend
on the selected base case, and often extreme scenarios are studied. One common
base case is the winter peak scenario, representing an extreme (and dimensioning)
situation for the system from a demand point of view.

7 See

Appendix A.1.
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Challenge 5 – Contingency analysis of power system
model

The purpose of the contingency analysis is to evaluate different outage events’
impact on the power system model directly after the event. The studied impact
can for instance be interrupted load supply, voltage violations and component
overloads. Ideally, the power system model should behave exactly as the real
power system when perturbed to outage events. However, the models within power
system reliability analysis are most often limited to static analysis, investigating
the new steady-state system conditions after the event. Dynamic analysis is seldom
included in the reliability analysis due the extensive computational resources this
requires.8
Depending on the studied part of the power system, different network methods,
with different levels of detail, can be used in the contingency analysis. Four basic
techniques for power system contingency analysis and with an increasing level of
detail are: (i) connectivity identification, (ii) network flow, (iii) DC power flow
[50–52], and, (iv) AC power flow [50–52]. Two modifications (with simplifications)
of the last method are the decoupled AC power flow [52] and the fast-decoupled AC
power flow method.
In (i) the minimal cut set approach can be used to simply determine whether
one or more load points are interrupted after an outage event [1]. Continuity of
supply at a load point is assumed if one or more paths to a supply node exist
after the event. In distribution systems with radially structured topologies, this
approach can provide a fast calculated approximation to the system load point’s
impact of an outage event. This approach is used in the RACalc software which
is described in appended Paper II. For systems including component redundancy,
the network flow method (ii) may be used to roughly estimate whether the system
demand and supply are balanced and whether component overloads are present
in paths with limited capacity. This method can be combined with method (i).
However, this is a generic network method with limited modelling of the electrical
properties in the power system.
The DC and AC power flow methods provide a more accurate modelling of
the electrical properties of the power system. These two methods are generally
used in reliability evaluations of transmission system models which have a meshed
topology. The DC power flow method (iii) is a linear approach that provides a fast
estimate of the active power flows and the node phase angles for the studied system
state. However, it does not take into account the reactive power flows and node
voltages. The generator MVAr limits are not considered and nor is the system
impact of outages in reactive compensation equipment. Hence, the DC power flow
can result in a too optimistic impact of the system conditions when perturbed by
outage events, especially when the system is constrained by reactive generation
8 However, probabilistic transient stability assessments exists and their application for importance indices are reviewed in Section 5.1.1.
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limits and voltage limits. For these systems the AC power flow method can be
used, which includes active and reactive power flows, and the node voltage and
phase angle. One drawback of the method is the extensive computational resources
that are required to solve the non-linear equation systems. Numerical methods
such as Newton-Raphson or Gauss-Seidel are used to solve the equation systems.
In this thesis the AC power flow method is adopted for evaluating the system
impact of system events. This level of detail is required since the studied GB
system model includes reactive power compensation components (e.g. SVCs), and
the system is constrained by reactive generator limits.

3.2.6

Challenge 6 – Handling non-converged outage events

One challenge when adopting the AC power flow method in reliability analysis is
how non-converged outage events should be handled. In these events the method
is unable to find a new steady-state for the given system conditions after the event.
The non-convergence can be explained by (i) numerical and model inaccuracies,
or (ii) no steady-state exists for the given conditions. The first category can be
reduced using different starting values or a combination of different numerical
methods. Additional techniques presented by e.g. Lagace et al. [53] and Kumar
and Billinton [54] can also be included to prevent non-convergence. However,
non-converged events in evaluations of complex transmission systems will still be
present and the challenge is how to quantify these.
One common approach is to apply the DC power flow method for events that
fails to converge with the AC power flow. This technique is adopted in appended
Paper III. However, the DC power flow can give optimistic results, especially when
the reactive resources are limited in the system. The severity of these events may be
underestimated with this approximation. In appended Paper V all non-converged
events are treated as system-collapse, resulting in a large impact of these events on
the component indices. This gives an upper bound of the reliability indices.
In the GB system studies, in appended Papers V and IV, about 1.1% of all
studied outage events resulted in non-convergence at the peak load scenario. This
figure decreased to about 0.5% at lower load scenarios included in Paper IV. This
is probably explained by the less constrained situation of available reactive power
resources for these scenarios.

3.2.7

Challenge 7 – Computational time for complex power
systems

Quantitative reliability assessments of large and complex power systems normally
require extensive computational resources. The system impact for a large number
of outage events needs to be evaluated on a power system model, and for PTSs the
computationally intensive AC power flow technique typically needs to be adopted
for accurate modelling. The challenge is to develop and apply methods and models
that are able to quantify the component reliability importance of large and complex
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PTSs, with sufficient accuracy and within reasonable time. The every increasing
development within computer technology has enabled this type of study in recent
years. This is also proven for the GB transmission system study in the later
introduced Papers IV and V in this thesis. However, the available time for the
assessment determines the computer requirements and the accuracy of the study.
In this thesis the component reliability indices for PTSs are developed for the
long term and operational planning. Calculation of indices in the operational
time-scale requires more computational resources (or more efficient methods) since
the results needs to be available within a few days or hours, compared to months or
years for the long-term planning. In the GB transmission system study, the total
computational time was about 210 hours per base case scenario with the developed
computer cluster presented in Section 4.3. However, since the calculations can be
performed independently, the potential speed-up of the analysis is proportional to
the available CPUs in the cluster.

3.3

Introduction to component reliability importance indices

Component reliability importance indices provide one tool to identify critical components to system reliability.9 They give a quantitative measure for each assessed
component’s importance to a specific system function. Given this information, the
system components can be ranked relative to this function.10 The ranking provides
a priority list which gives valuable input to the decision-making in for example the
design, planning and maintenance phase.
Generally the importance of a component is dependent on its location in the
network topology and expected reliability. Its location in the system determines to a
high degree the potential system consequence if an outage occurs. The component’s
expected reliability is dependent on a number of parameters, for example the
expected outage rate and restoration time. The load demand and network topology
in the studied system scenario are other factors that influence the importance
indices.
Classical indices developed for generic networks are for example Birnbaum’s
and Fussell-Vesely’s measures. Since none of these classical indices are directly
applied in this thesis, the reader is referred to [11] which gives a good introduction
to the subject.

9A

synonym to component reliability importance index is in this thesis component risk index.
different functions may be present and a certain component may be critical to one
specific function but negligible to another.
10 However,
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Classical indices adjusted for power systems

The classical indices are developed for two-state systems, that is, the system is
either functioning or not. The function probability represents the system reliability.
However, a normal power system consists of several load points which may be
functioning independently of each other. In order to apply the classical indices
directly, the non-function of the system can be defined as when all load points are
interrupted, which thereby represents a total system breakdown. This approach
neglects the system states where the system partially is functioning with one or
more intact load points. Another solution is to apply the classical indices for each
individual load point, which thereby gets its own ranking of critical components.
This solution is however impractical, especially for larger systems, since it introduces
the issue of how different component rankings in the system should be valued.
Furthermore, one component may be present in several load points’ rankings, and
it is difficult to determine its relative importance to the overall system reliability.
To solve this issue, importance indices for power systems has been developed
within the RCAM research group at KTH. Hilber et al. [15, 55, 56] present classical
importance indices that have been adjusted to suit power systems with multiple
load and supply points. This is achieved by including the expected customer cost
for interruption of supply as a measure for system reliability. Three component
indices are presented quantifying (i) the expected cost if the component suffers an
outage, (ii) the annual cost reduction if the component were ideal, and (iii) the
annual cost “caused” by the component. The later concept of having the “causing”
component responsible for an outage event is adopted in the later presented method
in Section 6.1.
The three indices are applied on a distribution system with 178 components
serving approximately 38 000 customers in southern parts of Stockholm. The
network structure includes redundant branches but is not meshed. The case study
shows that the method is applicable on real distribution systems and provides
valuable information to the system operator.
Espiritu et al. [57] present classical importance indices (Birnbaum, Critical
importance, Risk Reduction Worth (RRW), Risk Achievement Worth (RAW) and
Fussel-Vessely)11 that are adjusted to rank critical components in substation configurations. In the proposed indices, the outgoing feeder (load point) unavailability
is used as a measure for reliability. All indices are defined for two-state systems.
Hence, the proposed indices are calculated per load point, which gives separate
ranking lists for each load point in the substation. The indices are also calculated
for the entire substation where the non-function is defined as the interruption of all
load points. Partial system states are not included in the overall ranking. Minimal
cut sets and the approximative equations from [1] are used to evaluate the load
point and system reliability based on the included components’ reliability data.
11 The reader is referred to [11] for the definition of these classical component reliability
importance indices.
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Indices based on sensitivity analysis

Many component importance indices are based on classical sensitivity analysis.
Birnbaum’s measure is one example [11] and some of the reviewed indices above
also include sensitivity analysis.
Hamoud et al. [58] present component importance indices based on sensitivity
analysis and these are tested on a small transmission system substation including
eleven components. In the method each component’s importance is deduced by
evaluating the relative change of system reliability when the specific component is
assumed to be ideal. Hence, the method is closely related to risk reduction worth
(RAW), even if this is not mentioned in the paper. The load points’ (feeders’)
expected interruption frequency and unavailability are used as system reliability
measures.
Hilber [15] and Bertling et al. [36] present importance indices based on the
sensitivity of the component (i) failure rate, (ii) repair time and (iii) maintenance
potential with respect to the system indices SAIFI, SAIDI, CAIDI, ASAI, AENS
and interruption cost.12 In total this results in 18 importance indices for each
component in the system. The approach was implemented by the author and
Hilber in RADPOW, which is a software for reliability evaluations of distribution
systems. The C++ implementation is further described in [36]. RADPOW is
further described in appended Paper II, introduced in Section 3.4 below.
Discussion
This section has provided a brief overview of published component importance
indices developed for distribution systems and substations. It can be concluded
that there are a few publications and all these have been presented during the
last seven years. Only one is applied on a real distribution system. Furthermore,
all reviewed methods study the reliability of the system function of load supply.
However, for transmission systems, which is the main topic of this thesis, outage
events seldom result in interruption of supply, due to the high system redundancy.
This calls for importance measures of the security margin in the system which is
introduced in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 a survey of component importance indices
for transmission systems is presented and the proposed importance method is
introduced. This includes the importance of the three functions of (i) the security
margin, (ii) the load supply, and (iii) the generator units’ ability to supply power
to the grid. All three represent important aspects of system reliability.
The assessment of component importance indices for power systems involves
quantitative reliability evaluations. These involve a number of different models,
methods and approximations which highly depend on the specific system application.
Generally the complexity of the evaluation increases with the size and redundancy
level of the system. Evaluation techniques used for radially operated distribution
12 See

Appendix A.3.2 for definitions of the system indices.
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systems can normally not be adopted for meshed transmission systems which can
be constrained by, for example, circuit overloads, low voltages or stability issues.
This calls for power flow methods modelling the outage event impact on the system
function.

3.4

Importance indices for distribution systems –
Paper II

The scope of this thesis is mainly transmission systems. However, research and
development of reliability evaluation tools for distribution systems has been conducted within the research group and the Ph.D. project. Appended Paper II serves
as an introduction to this work and the presentation is focused on the component
importance indices.
Appended Paper II summarizes an M.Sc. thesis project performed at KTH
where the reliability software RACalc was developed to support the decision making
in the distribution system maintenance planning and risk analysis. The paper
describes the main algorithms in the program and presents a case study where
RACalc is applied on an existing distribution system in Sandviken, Sweden. The
main result shows that if the expected outage rate can be decreased by 10% in top
ranked components identified by RACalc (21% of the population), a total system
reliability improvement of about 7% can be gained.
The reliability evaluation in RACalc is performed with a standard load-pointdriven technique, where each load point is evaluated separately. The evaluation
method is analytical and the minimal cut set approach on a reliability block diagram
is adopted. This is a common method for radial distribution systems described
by for example Bertling [12] and Billinton and Allan [1]. For each load point a
minimal cut set vector is deduced, i.e. a list of components with direct impact on
the load point’s ability to supply electricity to end customers. The average load
point reliability of supply can then be expressed with an analytical expression given
the minimal cut sets and the included components’ reliability data. The results
are load point indices which are used to evaluate the system reliability indices, for
example SAIFI and SAIDI.

3.4.1

Component reliability importance indices

RACalc includes a module for evaluating component importance indices with
sensitivity analysis. In the method each component’s importance is deduced by
evaluating the relative change (%) of each system index (SAIFI, SAIDI, ASAI,
AENS) when the component outage rate is set to zero (failure free). Hence this
method has similar concepts to the risk reduction worth (RAW) and the method
in RADPOW described earlier. The result for the indices can be interpreted as
the components’ maintenance potential, indicating how much system reliability
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can be gained by an improved component reliability. Which of the four indices
should be used is dependent on the objective of the study. For example, the system
operator may adopt the SAIFI importance index in order to reach the regulatory
requirement for this index. In the case-study the four indices are summarized to
form a total improvement index for each component.

3.4.2

Case study Sandviken distribution system

A case study with RACalc has been performed on a distribution system that
is owned and operated by Sandviken Energi AB (SEEAB) in Sweden. Three
subsystems in the overall distribution system have been implemented in RACalc
with power system data and component reliability data from SEEAB. The total
system includes 284 components and has 91 load points. Apart from the expected
system indices, the main results are the component rankings for each of the three
subsystems. The ranking provides valuable information to SEEAB of where the
improvement potential (for e.g. maintenance or new-investment) is high in the
system. The twenty top ranked components from each of the three subsystems are
identified as critical components to system reliability. These represent 21% of the
total population and are mainly overhead lines. The assessment shows that if the
expected outage rate can be decreased by 10% in these critical components (by e.g.
more frequent inspections or tree trimming), a total system reliability improvement
of about 7% can be gained.

Chapter 4

Power system models and
implementations
This chapter describes the two power system models that are studied in the appended
papers. The first model is the RBTS test system which is studied in Paper III.
The second model is the GB transmission system which is assessed in Papers
IV–V. The last section of this chapter briefly describes the implementation of the
parallel distributed computation cluster that enables large scale reliability analysis
of transmission systems.

4.1

RBTS transmission system model

This thesis provides a brief introduction of the two implemented RBTS models.
A more detailed description is given in the author’s Licentiate1 thesis in [22]. A
presentation of the RBTS models is also given in Section IV, appended Paper III.

4.1.1

Introduction

The RBTS model is a test system for reliability studies at the transmission level.
Table 4.1 gives a brief summary of the system properties. The system data is
defined in [59], and results with system and load point reliability indices are partly
presented in [60]. In five of the six buses in RBTS (Bus 2-Bus 6) load points are
present and for two of these (Bus 2 and Bus 4) the underlying distribution system
is defined in detail in [61]. These two subsystems are implemented for reliability
studies at the distribution level. In this thesis only the transmission system of
RBTS is studied, with the distribution systems represented as perfect single load
points.
1 The

Licentiate of Engineering is a pre-doctoral degree in Sweden.
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Table 4.1: RBTS summary of system data [59]

Number of buses
Number of generators
Number of load points
Number of transmission lines
Number of generation buses
Installed generation [MW]
System peak load [MW]
AC nominal voltage [kV]

6
11
5
9
2
240
185
230

Table 4.2: The additional number of components in RBTS(2) [59]

Number
Number
Number
Number

4.1.2

of
of
of
of

busbars (BB)
circuit breakers (CB)
disconnectors (DISC)
transformers (TR)

32
32
51
14

Implemented models by the author

The level of detail and complexity, as well as the different assumptions and approximations when RBTS is modelled, depends on the purpose of the reliability study.
Various published implementations of RBTS shows that there exist several versions
of the system, and with different adopted assumptions.2 One reason is that the
specification of RBTS in [59] consists of a large amount of data in order to perform
different types of reliability analysis for power systems. Given a selection of this
data, RBTS has by the author been modelled in one basic and one extended version,
referred to as RBTS(1) and RBTS(2), shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
The difference between the two versions is that the extended version includes the
substation configuration with disconnectors, circuit breakers and station busbars.
Table 4.2 shows the additional number of components for RBTS(2) compared to
RBTS(1).
The two power system models of RBTS have been implemented in the commercial computer program Neplan by BCP [63]. This program is used as a power
system contingency simulator, and has been interconnected with MATLAB to perform the method analysis. The method implementation with Neplan and MATLAB
is further described in Section 5.2.1.

2 See

for example [43, 60, 62].
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G5 – 5 MW
G6 – 5 MW
G7 – 40 MW
G8 – 20 MW
G9 – 20 MW
G10 – 20 MW
G11 – 20 MW

G1 – 40 MW
G2 – 40 MW
G3 – 10 MW
G4 – 20 MW
L3
Bus 1

Bus 2

(20 MW)
L1

L6

L2

Critical transfer
section 1

L7

Critical transfer
section 2
L4

Bus 3

Bus 4
L5

L8

(85 MW)

(40 MW)

Critical transfer
section 3

Bus 5

L9

(20 MW)

Bus 6

(20 MW)

Figure 4.1: Single line diagram of RBTS [59], referred to as RBTS(1) in this thesis. All
load demands (MW) in the figure represent the scenario at system peak load.

4.1.3

Additional data included in RBTS by the author

The following data and assumptions are not included in the original specification
for RBTS:
• Definition of three critical transfer sections (CTS)
• Model for corrective actions after severe outage events
• A few assumptions for the power system model and reliability model
These have in this work been assumed or collected from other sources in order to
get a full transmission system model suitable for the method assessment.
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G1

G5

G6

1

1
1

G3

1

G4

G8

G9

LP2

G10

G11

L3

Bus 1
G2

Bus 2
G7

Critical transfer
section 1

L6

L1

Critical transfer
section 2

L2
L4

1
1

L7

1

Bus 3

1

L5
LP3

Critical transfer
section 3

Bus 4

L8
1

LP4

1

Bus 5
LP5

L9
BB
1

Bus 6

1

DISC–CB-DISC

LP6

Figure 4.2: Extended single line diagram of RBTS [59], referred to as RBTS(2), with
the buses’ substation configuration included.
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Critical transfer sections
Three critical transfer sections (CTS) have been specified for three line pairs in
RBTS, as seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. These are defined with respect to the power
flow pattern in RBTS, where the power flow generally goes from the production in
the north to the main load centre in the south. The load flow results for an intact
RBTS are shown in Table VI in Paper III.
The transfer limit for each CTS is set based on its maximum thermal transfer
capability. These limits are not set secured to deterministic criteria. The maximum
thermal transfer limit for CTS 1 is, given the sum of the thermal capacities of lines
L1 and L6, 170 MW if a nominal voltage with a unity power factor is assumed.
For CTS 2 and CTS 3 the transfer limits are 142 MW.
Model for corrective actions
Load shedding may be necessary in case of system violations after a contingency.
In the RBTS model the priority order policy is implemented based on data defined
for RBTS in [43]. The principle of this policy is illustrated in Table III in Paper III.
This model for the restoration process assumes that the TSO has total control
to shed the load in the system’s load points (distribution systems) in case of
system violations. In case of e.gȧ power generation deficit in the system state, or
a component thermal overload, the method sheds load in load points with lowest
priority in RBTS. Additional AC power flows are then performed to evaluate if the
system violation has been mitigated.
To some extent this load shedding may be possible in reality, but there are also
other, more complex, mechanisms that result in load curtailments. However, the
policy provides a relatively straightforward and easy implemented model for how
system violations are handled after a contingency in the system. One alternative
model is to adopt an optimal power flow technique where the objective function
can be to minimize the load shedding after severe outage events. This can provide
a better model, but introduces additional challenges, and this technique is not
within the scope of this thesis.
General assumptions
The specification of the RBTS is quite extensive and complete, but a few of the
parameters and assumptions of the system are possibly left out intentionally because
they are so obvious within the subject. The following assumptions are made in the
RBTS model:
• The system frequency has not been specified in [59], and is here assumed to
be 60 Hz.3
3 Even if this parameter has a small impact on the result, a difference can be observed in the
AC power flow results when e.g. 50 Hz is chosen.
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• Generator G1 act as the slack generator. Generator G7 act as a reserve slack
if Bus 1 is isolated.
• The π-model is assumed for the lines in the model.4
• The component lifetime is assumed to be exponentially distributed.
• All component outages are assumed to be independent.
• It is assumed that a component (e.g. transformer or circuit breaker) is not
scheduled for maintenance if this action causes system violations.
• Maintenance is assumed to never be performed in an already perturbed
system.

4.1.4

Verifications of the implemented RBTS models

A verification of the reliability model in RBTS has been made in the author’s Licentiate thesis in [22]. The reliability adequacy results for RBTS, in EENS (MWh/yr),
have been compared with the results from different published implementations of
the test system. The conclusion is that the result for the system implementation
corresponds well to published results for RBTS, with about 3% deviation for EENS.
In this thesis the enumeration method has been adopted in the reliability
analysis. Outage events of third order and above are neglected in the analysis.
This approximation is normally justified for evaluations of the transmission system
(as studied in this thesis), but not for the composite transmission system.5 [1]. In
order to estimate the error made in this approximation, the implemented RBTS
model also has been evaluated with a non-sequential Monte Carlo simulation in a
simulation program written by the author in MATLAB. The simulation uses a DC
power flow method to evaluate the contingencies. This Monte Carlo simulation
approach is further described by the author in the technical report in [37]. The
result for RBTS(1) shows on a result deviation of about 3%. However, the deviation
is more influenced on the different power flow methods (DC and AC power flow)
in Neplan and MATLAB, than on the contribution from higher order events.
If instead the composite transmission system in RBTS is studied, the analysis
in [37] shows that the third order outage events cannot be neglected. The result
in [37] shows on a result deviation of about 62% for the enumeration method
compared to the Monte Carlo simulation. This is since the generator units in
RBTS have relatively high outage rates (both forced and scheduled).

4 I.e.
5A

the line can be represented with a series impedance with a shunt admittance at each side.
composite transmission system model includes reliability models for the generation system.
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Transmission system data is often classified, making it difficult to publish models
and results from such studies. Details for the Great Britain (GB) transmission
system are a notable exception: the TSO ‘National Grid’ (NGET) annually presents
the GB Seven Year Statement (SYS) [64], with extensive and unrestricted data
for the 400 kV and 275 kV levels, including system topology, circuit parameters,
load demand, CTS limits and a solved load flow analysis. The GB SYS definition
includes the systems owned by National Grid, ‘Scottish Power Transmission’ (SPTL)
and ‘Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission’ (SHETL).
One of the reasons for selecting the GB transmission system was that no existing
test-system for power system analysis was found that included data for the secured
critical transfer sections’ capability limits which we needed to test the presented
method. The reason for this is partly that the critical transfer sections’ locations
and limits are results from years of TSO experiences in planning and operation of
the system.
The GB system was also chosen to test the applicability of the proposed method
on a real, large-scale, transmission system. It also gives the opportunity to provide
realistic system results that can be published. The open, unrestricted data, also
has the advantage of reproducibility of the results.

4.2.1

GB system deterministic criteria

The GB system is, to some extent, secured with a N - 2 criterion in planning and
N - 1 in operation. The planning (design) and operational criteria in the GB system
are specified in [8]. As a somewhat simplified description, the implementation
of N - 1 in GB includes any single outage event of a line, busbar or generator, or
loss of a double-circuit line. The N - 2 criterion further includes any single line
outage, preceding the outage of another line or generator [8, 46]. According to
National Grid in [65] these two events are separated in time and do not occur
simultaneously.6 Due to this relaxation, the N - 2 criterion is also referred to as a
N - 1 - 1 criteria by National Grid in [66].

4.2.2

Available data for GB transmission system

The GB SYS definition in [64] includes the circuit and network topology data for
the 400 and 275 kV levels. However, at lower voltage levels (where the system
presumably is not owned and operated by National Grid ) the data is not complete
but includes a majority of the connecting branches (e.g. lines and transformers)

6 The exact time for this relaxation has not been found, but National Grid defines a “n-2
fault” as “..two simultaneous faults (within 1 min of each other i.e. before DAR has had a chance
to return the first circuit)” [46].
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to load points and generator units. The following list includes examples of data
available in GB SYS:
• Active and reactive load demand at system winter peak and summer minimum
for all load points.
• Single line diagrams with forecasted active power flows between substations
at winter peak.
• Electrical parameters (π-model) for branches (e.g. line or transformer), with
their thermal capabilities for four seasons.
• Limits for reactive power compensation equipment (e.g. shunt capacitor banks
and SVCs).
• Connecting nodes for all branches, load points and generators. This provides
the system topology. However, substation components such as e.g. circuit
breakers and disconnectors are not included.
• Node names based on substation type and voltage level. This provides
valuable input to each substation’s configuration.
• Active and reactive power limits for the generation units.
• The transfer limits for 17 critical transfer sections (CTS) at peak, set against
thermal, voltage level, and system stability criteria.
The GB SYS definition does not include data for:
• substation configuration and its components,
• scheduled generation for the generator units,
• component reliability data.
This data has in this work been assumed or collected from other sources in order to
get a full transmission system model. The model assumptions are further described
in Section 4.2.4.

4.2.3

Implemented model

A significant part of the available data in GB SYS from year 2007 has been modelled
and implemented for AC power flow contingency analysis by the author. The
total time for implementation and verification of the model was approximately ten
months. Figure 4.3 shows the region of the implemented system, which includes a
large part (about 2/3) of the England system area owned by National Grid. The
system model is interconnected to the Scottish power transmission (SPTL) area
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B7
B11
B16
B8

Figure 4.3: The shaded area represent the implemented part of the GB transmission
system at 400 kV and 275 kV. The transfer limits for the critical transfer sections (CTS)
B7, B8, B11 and B16 are defined in [64].

in north and the remaining National Grid area in south. Table 4.3 indicates the
size of the implemented model, which has been implemented in the Neplan power
system simulator [63].
Figure 4.4 shows the single line diagram for the 400 kV level of the implemented
model in Neplan. Three additional single line diagrams for the 275 kV areas are
also available, and interconnected to the 400 kV level. Each substation in the
diagram is modelled in detail. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the configuration in
the KEAD substation which is located at the circle in Figure 4.4. The implemented
system includes 107 modelled substations in total.
Neplan is used as a power system simulator (AC power flow) for evaluating each
outage event’s impact on system. The program is connected via an interface to an
in-house developed C++ software which performs the calculations needed in the
proposed component importance method. For each system state to be evaluated,
the C++ software makes a request to Neplan. Furthermore, to enable analysis
of large scale transmission systems, the C++ software has the possibility to use
parallel distributed computation. This implementation is further described in
Section 4.3.
Critical transfer sections (CTSs)
The GB SYS data includes 17 defined CTSs for the entire GB system. Figure
4.3 shows the location of the four CTSs (B7, B8, B11 and B16) that cross the
implemented area. The CTSs total transfer capabilities (TTC), here referred to
as the CTSs limits, are by the TSO set against thermal, voltage level and system
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Figure 4.4: Single line diagram of the 400 kV grid in the GB transmission system model. The 275 kV
grid is implemented in three additional diagrams which is interconnected to the 400 kV grid in a number
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Figure 4.5: Modelled substation configuration of the KEAD station at 400 kV. This is one of 107 modelled
substations in the GB transmission system.
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stability limits [64]. Furthermore, the CTSs’ limits are set to adhere to the GB
deterministic criteria. This means that the CTSs limits include the deterministic
security margin: the actual limiting transfers to system breakdown are higher.
The CTSs in the GB system are defined as geographical cuts across certain
transmission lines, where the present transfer on the section is the sum of the active
power flow of all included lines. The studied CTSs includes the following number
of lines: 6 (B7), 11 (B8), 15 (B11) and 16 (B16). The lines nominal voltage levels
are 400 or 275 kV.
The general active power flow in the GB system model is for all studied system
scenarios from north to south through the system’s CTSs. Furthermore, the active
power flow in the included lines in the CTSs goes in one direction (i.e. north to
south), with the exception of one line included in CTS B11 and CTS B16.
The CTS limits are in GB SYS given for the (worst case) winter peak scenario.
The limits [MW] for each CTS z are: B7 = 3 500, B8 = 8 000, B11 = 8 700, and
B16 = 12 500 [64]. These values are for the intact network topology at the winter
scenario. Post-contingency conditions after an outage event i may change these
limits. In the later presented method in Section 5.2.2, the transfer limit is denoted
limit
by Pi,z,k
for CTS z, after outage event i, and at system load scenario k.
The sum of all line’s thermal capacity in each CTS (also called the “firm” limit)
is significant higher than its transfer capability (i.e. the CTS limit). This is due
to the applied deterministic criteria and the different lines load sharing (weakest
link sets the limit). For instance, CTS B11 consists of 15 lines and its firm limit is
almost three times higher than its CTS limit of 8 700 MW.
Implemented base case load scenarios k
Four different discrete load scenarios k have been implemented based on sample
demand data in GB SYS [64]. This demand data includes each individual load
point’s summer minimum and winter peak demand for year 2007. Two additional
load demands have for each load point been selected between these two extremes
with linear interpolation. Table 4.4 shows the resulting total system load demand
(MW) for each scenario.
The duration for each scenario in Table 4.4 has been included for illustrative
purposes to show on how often these load levels in the system occur.7 The durations
have been calculated based on historical demand data for year 2007 from National
Grid’s website [67]. This data provides the average system load demand for each
30 minute interval during the year.
The duration of the peak load scenario is here calculated for the relatively wide
interval 89–100% of the peak load for 2007. This results in a duration of 3% (234
hours) for this load scenario. If instead the studied interval is set to 98–100%, the

7 The scenario durations are not included in the calculation of the later presented component
importance indices.
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Table 4.3: Size of the implemented GB transmission system model

Generator units (G)
Load points (LP)
Busbars (BB)
Power transformers (TR)
Shunt reactors (REA)
Series reactors (SREA)

146
142
322
369
40
5

Transmission lines (L)
Circuit breakers (CB)
Disconnectors (DISC)
Shunt capacitors (CAP)
Quadrature boosters (QB)
Static VAr-comp. (SVC)

Number of electrical nodes
System peak load (incl. losses)
Generation in area at peak
System losses at peak
Installed generation

5 918
25 850
30 649
498
37 690

272
1 895
3 899
73
8
11

MW
MW
MW
MW

Table 4.4: Studied system scenarios in GB system model

System load scenario k
a

System loading
Duration of scenario
a
b

b

1

2

3

4

38%
10%

59%
50%

79%
37%

100%
3%

Load demand in system in % of winter peak load for each scenario.
Fraction of year when the load scenario occurs. Based on GB
system demand data for year 2007 and the following system loading
intervals: (1) 38–48.5% ; (2) 48.5–69% ; (3) 69–89% ; (4) 89–100%.

same duration is 0.01% (3 hours). This shows that the dimensioning “worst case”
load demand occurs relatively infrequently in the system.
The reactive compensation equipment, i.e. shunt capacitor banks and shunt
reactors, are controlled (on/off) so that the system fulfills the pre-fault planning
voltage limits defined in [8] for each scenario. These limits are discussed in Section
4.2.5.
The system is assumed to be intact with no scheduled outages in any of the
four system scenarios. This assumption is used since information about scheduled
outages are excluded in the GB SYS data. It is likely that the lower load scenarios,
for instance the summer minimum (k=1), includes planned outages in the real
system. Hence, the network topologies at lower load scenarios are probably more
redundant than they should be. One has to take this into account when the result
is compared between different scenarios.
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Assumptions in the implemented model

Substation configurations
The substation configurations are not specified in GB SYS and these have therefore
been assumed in the implementation of the GB system model. The implementation
assumptions are based on the substation voltage level, ingoing branches, and the
node-names’ nomenclature which indicates whether the station’s busbars (BB) are
capable of being coupled but are operated separately. The later (coupling) station
type is implemented where the node names clearly indicates this, according to the
nomenclature for substations by National Grid [64].
Substations at 275 kV are implemented with a single-BB configuration if the
in/outgoing branches are fewer than seven, as breaker-and-a-half for seven to ten
branches, and otherwise with a 2-BB-2-CB configuration. For 400 kV substations,
the same numbers are two, three-four, and five.
Scheduled generation
The scheduled generation (or utilization in %) of the generation units are not
specified in GB SYS for the base case scenarios. These have been estimated by
calculating the in/out net power flow of each substation. For the winter peak
scenario this is possible to estimate given the substation’s total load demand and
the single line diagram with power flows in [64, Fig. C.3.1]. This provides each
substation’s scheduled generation, and each generator unit’s utilization has then
been assumed based on the included generator types. For instance, a hydro power
generator is, because of the lower marginal cost, more likely to be utilized than a
gas turbine-generator.
At lower load scenarios the utilization in the generation units have been scaled
in proportion to the system load demand.
For sites with multiple generators it is assumed that the units are utilized
as efficiently as possible. For instance, one unit operating at 99% output power
is assumed to be more efficient than three at 33%. Non-utilized generators are
disconnected from the grid at lower-load scenarios.
The net power generation (export-import) out from the total system area has
been scaled proportional to the total demand for each scenario. Hence, the ratio
between the net power generation and the total load demand is assumed constant
for the four scenarios. Since the system losses decrease for lower load scenarios,
the seventeen interconnections are adjusted to keep a constant ratio.
General assumptions
The line overload protection equipment in the system is assumed to trip at 120% of
the line’s thermal capacity for the studied scenario. This general assumption for all
lines is based on formulas by House and Tuttle [68], given a standard conductor’s
thermal capacity, a temperature of 0 ◦ C, a 0.6 m/s wind speed and 15 minutes
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overloading capability. The lines thermal capacities in each scenario are based on
data listed in [64] for each of the four seasons.
There are seventeen interconnections to the adjacent (non-modelled) parts of
the GB system. These are modelled as ideal generators with large reactive and/or
active limits. Thirteen are modelled as strong PV-generators and four as the
system’s distributed slack generators. The four slack generators are located in
each corner in the system in order to assure a proportional contribution of active
and reactive power from the adjacent systems after a contingency. Four slack
generators have been used to avoid a post-contingency system state where no slack
generator is available. Furthermore, the lines in the interconnections have the
modelled thermal capacities to ensure that no unrealistic flows are possible.
All SVCs are configured to a zero reactive compensation at an intact system
configuration. The reactive compensation equipment (CAP, REA) are set (on/off)
so that the system fulfills the pre-fault planning voltage limits defined in [8] for
each scenario.

4.2.5

Verification of the GB power system model

The average line flow deviation is about 3% for the power flow solution of the
implemented model at peak load compared to the given sample load-flow in [64,
Fig. C.3.1]. This is well within the limits of an acceptable error in this context.
In the peak load scenario the implemented model is secured to the GB N - 1
criterion with the exception of five lines, eight busbars and one transformer. The
non-secured events are due to a few radial load point connections in the model,
which could be explained by the limited topology data in [64] for voltage levels
below 275 kV. The allowed pre-fault planning voltage limits are specified as 97.5–
102.5% for 400 kV, 95–105% for 275 kV, and <105% below 275 kV [8]. The intact
GB system model meets these specifications.

4.2.6

Component reliability data

Table 4.5 shows the component reliability data for the Swedish transmission system
at 400 kV and 220 kV that has been implemented. This data from [69] is used since
no source of good failure statistics for the Great Britain transmission system could
be found. The best source for 400 kV and 275 kV, [46], includes component outage
rates for the England system area during 2000–2007, but only for a few component
types. The average outage durations are not included in the data. As comparison,
the England area statistics for permanent (long) and transient (short) overhead
line faults are 0.0013 and 0.0051 (f/yr·km) respectively [46]. This data is for both
the 400 kV and 275 kV level, and this corresponds relatively well to the used data
in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5 shows that the SVC has relatively low reliability; this is due to major
outages in this component type in the period 1997–2002. The SVC is a relatively
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Table 4.5: Component reliability data from the 220 kV and 400 kV levels in the Swedish
transmission system during 1997–2002 [69].

Component type

220 kV
λ [f/yr]
r [h]

400 kV
λ [f/yr] r [h]

Transmission Line (L)a (long outages)b
Transmission Line (L)a (short outages)b
Circuit Breaker (CB)c
Busbar (BB)
Disconnector (DISC)d
Power Transformer (TR)d
Shunt capacitor bank (CAP)e
Shunt reactor (REA)
Static VAr-compensator (SVC)

0.0013
0.0109
0.0019
0.0173
0.0014
0.0222
0.0833
0.181
4.25

0.0007
0.0043
0.0053
0.0269
0.0014
0.0222
0.0833
0.354
2.33

14.59
0.14
1.14
1.47
20.31
0.11
16.8
26.1
101.8

24.68
0.11
9.51
3.42
20.31
0.11
16.8
39.6
22.53

a

Lines: Average forced outages per year and km line [f/yr·km].
Outages >2 hours are categorized as ‘long’ outages, otherwise ‘short’ outages [69].
c Non-functioning CB (stuck probability) Pstuck = 0.0004 [-] [69].
d Data for 400 kV.
e Data for 220 kV.
b

uncommon component, so the studied population is small, leading to significant
uncertainty in the outage data [69].
Data from the Swedish 220 kV voltage level is used for the GB system model’s
components at ≤275 kV.
The series reactors are considered to be ideal since no data were found.
Normally-open circuit breakers and disconnectors are assumed to be ideal since
they are not energized in the open state. This assumption is also adopted by
Billinton and Allan [1]. The transformer data is used for single- and multiplewinding transformers and quadrature boosters.
The generator units in the system are assumed to be ideal.

4.2.7

Replacement times for severe component outages

Table 4.6 shows the estimated component replacement times for forced permanent
outages. In Paper V these outages are caused by acts of sabotage. These rough
estimates are based on expert assessment from one of the co-author’s own experience
of transmission system operation.
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Table 4.6: Replacement times for severe component failures.

Component type
Transmission Line and Towers (L)
Circuit Breaker (CB)
Busbar (BB)
Disconnector (DISC)
Power Transformer (TR)
Shunt capacitor bank (CAP)
Shunt reactor (REA)
Static VAR compensator (SVC)

4.2.8

Replacement time, rsevere
96 h
96 h
24 h
96 h
3 months
96 h
3 months
3 months

Verification of system reliability of GB system model

The Swedish component reliability data in Section 4.2.6 has been implemented
in the GB model for demonstration of the later presented component importance
indices in Chapter 6. The resulting system reliability index EENS [MWh/yr] for
the GB model is in Section 6.3.6 compared with a historical value for the real
system.

4.2.9

Comparison of the RBTS model and GB model

Compared to the GB power system model, the RBTS model includes (i) scheduled
outages of components, and (ii) a model for load shedding for severe outage events
(see Section 4.1.3). Furthermore, non-converged outage events in the AC power
flow simulation are evaluated with the DC power flow technique.
The GB system model include failure modes for non-functioning protection
equipment (e.g. stuck circuit breakers). This is not modelled in RBTS.
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Method implementation on computational
cluster

The computer cluster description in this section has been written together with
Nathaniel Taylor, co-author in Paper IV. The following text is an extended version
of Section IV.B, in Paper IV.
A typical AC power flow calculation on the implemented GB system model is
about 3.5 seconds on one CPU-core (3.2 GHz AMD Phenom X6 processor). In the
GB system study, introduced in Section 6.3, the number of studied contingencies
requiring an AC power flow is about 20×106 . Hence, the total time to evaluate all
20×106 power flow simulations sequentially would therefore be more than two years
if only one CPU-core is used. However, as each of these contingency calculations
can be performed independently, they can be run in parallel across a large number
of CPUs. In the system simulations these CPUs were located both in-house or in
remotely computers. The latter type included hired “cloud” computing instances.
The C++ program controlling Neplan was designed to permit efficient parallelization of the workload, by allocating batches of 2 000 outage events at a time
to the working instances of Neplan, from a central controller. Figure 4.6 shows a
schematic overview of the implemented computer cluster.
There are two recent trends that make it important to assess regularly the best
choice for running large power-system calculations of this easily parallelized sort.
Multiple CPUs in a single computer are now commonplace, due to the trend that
the package called a processor typically contains from 2 to 8 CPU-cores (hereon
referred to as CPUs). “Utility computing” services have recently become available,
where one can buy computing resources such as CPU time, memory, storage and
internet traffic, paying according to use. An example is the Amazon EC2 ‘Elastic
Compute’ service [70], which provides virtual hardware in which the user’s choice
of operating system and applications can be run. This can be seen to have much
in common with the popular concept of “cloud computing”, but it provides the
hardware-like service typical of utility or grid computing [71] rather than the more
user-level application services typically implied by a “cloud”. However, the concepts
of cloud computing is relatively new and a common definition do not exist. Amazon
themselves refers to their utility computing service as cloud computing [70].
Many factors besides the simple purchase or rental costs are relevant to the
choice of in-house or utility-computing resources. Among these are: the cost and
speed of data transfers to and from each calculation, the set-up and running costs
of in-house resources, the usefulness of purchased hardware for later work such as
further similar batches of calculations, the importance of fast completion of the set
of calculations, the secrecy of data, and the dependence on the external network. In
this work the total number of Neplan instances was limited by licensing conditions,
so there was no advantage in scaling to very large numbers of CPUs.
Thirty-one CPUs were provided in-house. Eight more were provided from
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the Amazon EC2 service, to speed up the calculation and test the convenience
of remote on-demand resources in this type of work. The chosen EC2 resources
were a “high-CPU extra large instance”, providing 8 virtual CPU cores of 2.5 EC2
“compute-units”; it was found to have about 85% of the throughput of a 6-core
Phenom for the load-flow calculations. At a cost per hour of $1.18 (December 2010)
for the chosen EC2 resource, and a purchase cost of about $800 for a computer with
a 6-core Phenom, the simple calculation of break-even time is about four weeks.
For an often-performed calculation the in-house option would likely be cheaper,
depending on administration and energy costs. If not limited by available software
licenses, the EC2 method could have given the results in a much shorter time by
providing hundreds of CPUs on demand. In this case of many short jobs, where
total throughput is the only consideration, it might have been better to have hired
more but cheaper CPUs from the basic-performance EC2.
For each CPU that was included in the cluster, an instance of Neplan was
started, controlled through its C++ interface. One computer then acted as a job
distributor: for any idle instance of Neplan a new file was created in a shared
(network) file-system, giving parameters for a batch of 2 000 new calculations. The
remote (EC2) computer communicated through a VPN (virtual private network)
tunnel, both to transfer data and to enable the software license. The result from
each batch were stored on the shared file system for final processing on a single
computer.

Distributor
(Ubuntu)
farsta.ets.kth.se

Samba

Shared file
system
penguin.ets.kth.se

Batches of 2000
outage events
In-house
*.ets.kth.se
6

Diagsim
Amazon
Amazon
EC2EC2EC2
Amazon

8

Fluxim

VMware

8 #cores

(Win2008@64bit)
(Win2008@64bit)
(Win2008@64bit)

6

NeplanOne

NeplanTwo

ec2-XXX.eu-west-1.compute.amazonaws.com

Nicosia

2

XW1+G7

6

Workstations
3

Total nr cores: 39

Figure 4.6: Overview of the implemented computational cluster for large scale power
system analysis. Each CPU-core represents a C++ client running Neplan. The number
of cores for each computer in the cluster is shown in the upper corner of the blocks.

Chapter 5

Quantifying transmission
system security margin
This chapter provides an introduction to the concept of quantifying the system reliability security margin. Existing methods are reviewed and the proposed component
importance indices for security margin are introduced. It is recommended to read
appended Papers III and IV before reading this chapter.

5.1

Background

A disturbance in the transmission system does not necessary lead to consequences
in terms of interruption of load, because of the N - 1 criterion and its equivalents.
In fact only about 10% of them do in the Swedish transmission system.1 However,
in the other 90% of the disturbances, the margins in the system are reduced and
deterministic criteria set up by the TSO may not be fulfilled. Moreover, overloads or
under-voltages may be present at this post-contingency which may require remedial
actions by the TSO’s control room. In the Swedish transmission system the N - 1
criterion shall be restored within 15 minutes after a single fault outage event [7].
During these operating conditions the system is clearly exposed to an increased risk
to inadequate system function. One of the main aims of this thesis is to include
these events impact on reduced security margin in the reliability assessment. They
provide valuable information of the system reliability, which may not be captured
in models for adequacy reliability indices quantifying the risk to load supply. By
identifying critical components to the security margin, the hypothesis is that a
component that is important to this margin also constitutes a high risk of causing
1 This approximate value has been estimated by the author from the annual statistics during
eight years in the Swedish transmission system (400 and 220 kV). The source is the SvK annual
reports from 2001 [72] to 2008 [73].
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severe events in the system.
Figure 5.1 shows an illustration for how the security level could vary during
a certain time interval in the transmission system. This idealized image assumes
that we have some sort of quantitative measure for the system security level, which
we do not have. However, it serves as an illustration for one of the basic ideas in
this thesis: quantifying the component importance to system security margin. The
system security level in the figure varies and is dependent on numerous different
variables such as e.g. network topology, disturbances, component outages, load
demand and generation. The security level is low, or negligible, for system states
where the transmission system function is compromised. This occurs for one event
in the figure, where the system load is interrupted and/or generation units are
disconnected from the grid. The particular event is here assumed to be caused by
component outages. Events that result in direct consequence to system function
are quantified in the next chapter. This chapter introduces methods to quantify
the security margin.
The security margin is here defined as the distance between the present security
level (black curve) and the interruption of supply (red line). The deterministic
security margin is the distance between the yellow dotted line and the red line in
the figure. Two component outage events in the figure results in violations of the
deterministic security margin. These events do not result in interruption of supply,
but the deterministic criterion is violated and the security margin is reduced. The
question that is introduced in this chapter is: which are the outage events and
components that constitute the highest risks to the transmission system security
margin?
Three different methodologies have been found that quantify the transmission
system security:
1. Probabilistic transient stability assessment
2. Well-being analysis
3. Overload security assessment
The first includes dynamic analysis and the two other steady-state security assessments. Generally, the focus within the three methodologies is on developing overall
system indices for system security, and not component importance indices. The
following sections provide an introduction to the three approaches.

5.1.1

Probabilistic transient stability assessment

System security assessments including transient analysis provides a detailed consequence model of outage events impact on the transmission system. Whereas the
static analysis only provides the final steady-state condition at post-contingency, the
transient analysis also provides the transition to this state. Probabilistic transient
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the system security level during a certain time interval.

stability assessments include a systematic analysis of outage events probability and
impact on the system, evaluated with dynamic simulation. According to Li [9],
there are two general purposes of this type of assessment. The first is to establish an
overall system index for the risk to system instability (breakdown), based on a large
number of component contingencies and their expected fault rates. The second
purpose is to for a certain component fault determine the probability distribution
of system instability given a varying pre-fault condition (e.g. system load demand).
There are several publications within both areas.
It is mainly the first application that is of interest for evaluating component
importance indices to system security. That is, to determine each component’s
importance to an overall system risk measure for security. Only one component
importance method including dynamic simulations has been found. Haarla et
al. [74, 75] present a method that combines classical importance indices (e.g. FusselVesely and Risk Achievement Worth (RAW)) with the system security impact
evaluated by dynamic simulations. The approach is demonstrated on a detailed
model of the Finnish transmission system by identifying critical components to
system breakdown initiated by line faults on the 400 kV level. The power system
model includes the substation schemes and non-ideal protection systems. The total
number of initiating outage events is about 2 400, whose expected frequencies to
system breakdown are evaluated with fault trees. Each outage event’s consequence
is evaluated with a dynamic simulation and the post-contingency system state is
classified as either secure, alert, emergency, system breakdown or partial system
breakdown. About 1 600 dynamic simulations are performed for the Finnish
transmission system. The final results are (i) an overall system index expressed in
the expected frequency of system breakdown and partial breakdown, and (ii) the
component importance of these two indices.
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Discussion
Probabilistic transient stability assessment provides a detailed outage event evaluation, but it also requires detailed modelling of e.g. the fault type, fault location,
protection schemes, generators and load. Furthermore, dynamic simulations are
relatively computational intensive and the outage events’ consequence may be
necessary to interpret by engineering judgements. These properties often limit the
size of the modelled system and the number of outage events that can be studied
in such assessments.
Section 5.3.3 discusses a possible combination of a broad screening method for
identifying critical components, with a dynamic stability assessment.

5.1.2

Well-being analysis

The momentary condition of the transmission system can be divided into a number
of system states. Figure 5.2a shows a diagram generally adopted in literature and
industry, for the operating states used for security considerations in transmission
systems [7, 76, 77]. There are variants of this diagram with fewer states, but the
basic idea of a classification of the system states is the same. The system transitions
are dependent on the interaction between e.g. load demand, generation, planned
and scheduled outages, and control room operator. The unwanted states are all
states except the normal where all conditions, limits and criteria are fulfilled. In
the alert state the deterministic criteria are violated and the system has no longer
the margin to withstand secured events. From this state the system can transition
to the emergency state where operating constraints and component limits are
violated. If the system conditions remain and no corrective actions are performed,
the system will transit into the extreme emergency state. In this state the load
supply in the system is partially or totally interrupted. In the restorative state the
system is built-up by the TSO and load supply is re-connected.
The research within probabilistic assessments for transmission systems has
been focused on quantifying the probability and transition rates of the extreme
emergency state in the system. The direct consequences to the system load supply
are studied and the marginal states where the system is stressed are not included.
In the well-being analysis framework the aim is to include all the different
operating states in Figure 5.2a. The deterministic N - 1 security criterion, or its
equivalents, is combined with probabilistic concepts in order to quantify the degree
of success of the composite generation and transmission system. The framework
enables to determine the probability that the deterministic criterion is satisfied.
Billinton et al. [78, 79] presented the first approaches within this research area.
Billinton et al. [80], Aboreshaid and Billinton [81] and da Silva et al. [82] present a
well-being method where the five operating states in Figure 5.2a are merged into
the three operating states of healthy, marginal and at risk, as shown in Figure
5.2b. In the healthy (normal) state all components and operating constraints are
within the specified limits and the N - 1 criterion is fulfilled. The marginal state
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Figure 5.2: a) One common adopted division of the operating states in transmission
systems. [7, 76, 77] b) The three modelled operating states in the well-being approach
presented in [80–82].

corresponds to the alert state, and at risk to the three remaining states.
The result from the well-being analysis is a quantitative measure of the expected security level for a system designed, planned and operated according to the
deterministic criterion. Resulting system indices from the method are the expected
transition rate, duration and probability of visiting each of the states. It thereby
provides an estimate of the expected rate for which the deterministic criterion is
violated during a year. A method for also evaluating the probability distributions
for the well-being indices is presented by Wangdee [43].
The well-being analysis is evaluated with the enumeration technique by Billinton
et al. [78–80], or Monte Carlo simulation technique by da Silva et al. [82] and
Wangdee [43].
The studied system impacts in the well-being concept are (i) the non-fulfilment
of the N - 1 criterion, and (ii) system or component violations (at risk). However,
the well-being method does not tell the degree of severity of visiting these states.
One approach to solve this is presented by Wangdee [43], where the well-being
concept is combined with a conventional adequacy assessment. Here the expected
customer interruption cost ($/year) is used as one additional system index of the
system performance.
Discussion
The well-being method is dependent on adequate models for load shedding and
system restoration after outage events; two properties that are complex to model
adequately. It is also relatively computational intensive, since the fulfilment of
deterministic criteria needs to be evaluated in each new system state where the
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marginal state can be present. The approach presented in the following section is
more focused on the momentary consequences directly after the outage events, and
hence the modelling of load shedding and restoration becomes less important.
No publications have been found that combine the well-being framework with
component importance indices. An interesting approach would be to determine
the component importance to the overall marginal state system index. This would
provide each component’s risk of violating the deterministic N - 1 criterion and
thereby also one measure of its risk to system security margin. The method’s
applicability on real transmission system may however be limited due to the
computational requirements.

5.1.3

Risk based security assessment for overloads

In the Risk Based Security Assessment (RBSA) framework, introduced by McCalley
et al. [83], and further described by the IEEE PES RRPA Subcommittee [84], a
risk index is defined to quantify the system risk of having line overloads or low
bus voltages. The fundamental idea in the RBSA framework is that the risk for
system overload or low-voltages is related to the system security level. The aim
is to assess this level in order to support the decision-making in the operation of
the same. Examples of supporting inputs to the operator are the associated risk of
performing a certain switching in the system, or the risk of transferring another
X MW through a certain part of the system.
The risk index for system security proposed by the IEEE PES RRPA Subcommittee in [84] is defined as
XX
Pr(Ei )Sev(X j,i )Pr(X j,i |X f,i ),
(5.1)
Risk =
i

j

where i is a credible contingency and j is a system loading condition.2 The
important part here is that the equation expresses a product of the expected
contingency probability Pr(Ei ) and system severity Sev(X j,i ) for each studied
contingency i. The post-contingency condition (e.g. line power flows) after event i,
and at system load j, is denoted X j,i . 3
The term Sev(X j,i ) quantifies the severity (or consequence) of the line flow X j,i .
IEEE PES RRPA Subcommittee [84] studies the active power flow on a number of
important lines in the system. The severity is defined to increase linearly from 0.0
at 90% line loading, to 1.0 at 100%. It continues to increase linearly after 100%
line flow. Hence, a contingency that result in high line flows is associated with a
high risk, and this risk is assumed to be related to the system security level.

2 This

index has been included in this thesis for comparison with the later proposed indices.
the index is intended to be used in short-term operation, the term Pr(X j,i |X f,i ) is
included to represent the probability of line flow X j,i , given a forecasted (f ) (within next minutes)
line flow of X f,i .
3 Since
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Ni et al. [85, 86] present the work of implementing the RBSA approach in an
online computer software used in operation of the transmission system. The software
integration with the existing SCADA system is depicted and it is also described
how the methods have been speeded-up for running in an online environment. The
work suggests different visualizations of the present risk level in order to support
the decision-making in the control room. The software is tested on a system with
1 600 buses and the contingency list contains seventeen single or multiple credible
outage events. The method is intended for the short-term operational planning
and this explains the small number of studied outage events.
Dai et al. [87] adopts the RBSA concept for the transmission system planning,
by introducing a forecasted load curve for each hour during the year. The total
component overload risk for a branch (e.g. a line or a transformer) is evaluated for
each hour, given the included contingencies’ probabilities, a load forecast, and the
estimate of the overloads’ monetary risk ($) for the branch. The momentary risk for
an overloaded overhead line is estimated based on the conductors’ sag and annealing
consequences at different thermal overloads. The total risk for a particular hour
in the system is determined by summing all branches associated overload risks.
Furthermore, each branch’s total annual risk is determined by summarizing its
risk for each hour during the year. The proposed method is demonstrated on the
IEEE RTS-96 [88] test system consisting of 24 buses, 32 generator units and 38
lines. The substations are not modelled in detail and a DC power flow is adopted.
The number of studied contingencies for each hour are 45, consisting of single line
outages, generator outages and a few line tower outages. The line tower faults are
the only multiple outage events included in the study, and these also contribute
to about 99.9% of the total system risk. Since the studied transmission system is
designed with the N - 1 criterion this result is reasonable.
Discussion
The RBSA framework gives a measure for each component’s (branch) risk of being
overloaded for a specific system state, as presented by Dai et al. [87]. It can
also provide a total system index of the risk of having overloaded components
in the overall system. However, the method does not provide each component’s
importance of causing overloaded branches in the system. This is an important
difference. One approach in this direction is presented by Dai et al. [87], where the
most important contingencies (outage events) to the system index are presented.
This is a contingency ranking. No published publication has been found that
adopts the RBSA approach (of quantifying overloads in the system’s branches)
with the component importance to system overload. The next section presents
such an approach, where the studied branches are critical transfer sections (CTS)
in the system.
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5.2

Proposed component importance indices

Two similar approaches of quantifying the component importance to security
margin are proposed in appended Papers III–V. In both approaches, the impact
on system security margin is studied in critical transfer sections (CTS) in the
transmission system. The CTSs and their TTC limits are further described in
Section 2.4. The advantages of studying the CTSs’ loadings are that: (i) they
provide a measure of the system’s limit to system collapse, (ii) they are indirectly
based on the deterministic criteria, (iii) many TSOs already work with these in
the planning and operation of the system. The CTS transfer limits are set with
respect to thermal, voltage level, and system stability criteria based on static and
dynamic simulations. The hypothesis is that, if the assessed CTSs are the transfer
congestions in the system, the condition of these sections indicates the condition
of the system security level. A stressed CTS implies a small security margin in
the system which in its turn implies a higher risk of system collapse. A CTS is
here referred to be “stressed” when it is close to its transfer capability limits or
overloaded.
The severity of the CTS stress is quantified for each studied outage event
(contingency). This is similar to the branch overload approach in the RBSA
framework presented in Section 5.1.3. However, there is one major difference in
the approaches. In the method presented here, each individual component in the
outage event is allocated its associated risk of causing a system state where the
CTSs are stressed. Both single and multiple component outage events are included
in the proposed methods.

5.2.1

Approach A – Appended Paper III

The first approach of quantifying the component importance to system security
margin is presented in appended Paper III. This paper demonstrates the method
on two versions of RBTS where one CTS is studied.4 The method is also described
in detail, and for three CTSs in RBTS, in the author’s Licentiate thesis in [22].
One of the objectives with the method (besides the component index) is to
provide a quantitative measure that makes it possible to compare the associated
risk of different outage events at different load scenarios. For example, the risk for a
frequent outage event with small CTS consequences should be possible to compare
with a rare event with large consequences. The event with the (dimensioning)
worst consequence (e.g. a busbar fault at peak load) may not expose the system
to the highest risk. In order to visualize, and compare, different events expected
outage rate with its CTS impact, a screening diagram has been developed (See
Figure 3 and 4 in Paper III ).

4 The

RBTS test system is introduced in Section 4.1
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Index for outage events, IiRisk
The index IiRisk is defined for risk-outages, which are outages resulting in an
overload on the studied CTS. Outage events that result in a 0 MW CTS transfer
capability, or a system collapse, are referred to as total-outages. The consequence
of total-outages is from the CTS perspective infinitely large and therefore these
events are treated separately in this method (Approach A).
The risk index IiRisk in Equation (5.2) is defined as a function of the probability
and consequence of outage events having severe impact on the CTS’s capability to
transfer active power. The expected unavailability (λi ri ) of event i is used as an
estimate for the probability of being in this system state.5 The unavailability is
based on the involved components’ (denoted j) reliability data and for multiple
independent outage events the approximative equations in Appendix A.2 are used
to calculate λi and ri . In this thesis, outage events of first and second order
are studied. The outage events in the RBTS study includes forced outages and
scheduled maintenance outages.

IiRisk =
where
λi
ri
8760
Pafter i
Plimit after i

λ i ri
×
8760



Pafter i
Plimit after i

2

(5.2)

expected outage rate for event i [f/yr],
expected restoration time for outage event i [h],
hours per year,
active power transfer in CTS after outage event i,
active power transfer limit in CTS after outage event i.

The second part in Equation (5.2) quantifies the severity of the risk-outage’s
overload of the section. This is the relative loading of the section after the
outage event and this part increase in quadrate with the overload. The quadratic
characteristic is in Approach A justified by the fact that the heating of a conductor
is proportional to the current squared. However, other constraints than thermal
may be present and this factor may be adjusted for the specific system application.
Risk
Component importance index, IComp

The component importance index for a studied CTS, and a studied load scenario,
Risk
is denoted IComp
. This index is defined as the sum of all risk-outages i associated
Risk
risks (Ii ), where the component Comp is included in the event. Hence, the
Risk
Risk
multiple line outage event of L1+L2 adds the CTS risk IL1+L2
both to IL1
and
5 This

approximation is further discussed in Section 6.2.4.
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Risk
IL2
. This risk allocation technique results in an unwanted double counting of
the risk for all multiple order events. Hence, the total sum of IiRisk will not equal
Risk
the total sum of IComp
. To solve this issue, an alternative allocation technique is
adopted in Approach B, Section 5.2.2. Here, only the component that “caused”
the event is allocated the associated risk. For the system study RBTS, described
in next subsection, the relative component ranking is however unchanged if this
new risk allocation is applied.

System study RBTS
The method is in Paper III applied to the two implemented versions of the RBTS
test system; one basic and one extended version, referred to as RBTS(1) and
RBTS(2). These systems were introduced in Section 4.1. The number of studied
components in the two systems is 9 and 87 respectively. The advantage of using a
relatively small test system is that the results can be more easily interpreted.
In RBTS(1) the substations are modelled with single busbar configurations,
and only the nine lines permanent forced outages are included in the contingency
analysis. All first and second order outage events is included in the study. Hence, the
included nine lines result in nine single outage events and 36 multiple independent
outage events of second order.6 In total this gives 45 events to be evaluated with
AC power flow for each load scenario. In RBTS(2) the substations are modelled in
detail with ring-bus configurations. Both permanent forced outages and scheduled
outages are included. The total number of outage events that are included in the
contingency list for each load scenario are 7395, where 128 are single outages and
7267 are multiple independent.7
The transfer limit Plimit after i is in the RBTS case study set to the maximum
thermal capacity for the included lines in CTS 1. Hence, this limit is not set secured
to the deterministic N - 1 criteria.
The results for RBTS show that the component importance indices are highly
dependent on the studied load level. The relative ranking between the components
also change depending on load level. Generally, lines are top ranked at higher
load levels and substation components (BBs and CBs) at lower load levels. For

6 Since

the order of the forced outages is irrelevant in the events, this gives
combinations.
7 These events include the following types of outages:

9×8
2

= 36

• 128 single outage events, consisting of 87 (9 lines, 32 BBs, 32 CBs, 14 TRs) permanent
forced outages and 41 (32 BBs and 9 TRs) scheduled outages. Five of the transformers
(TR LP2-TR LP6) are not considered in the scheduled outage events, as this would cause
system violations in form of an interruption of supply for the connected load points
(LP2-LP6).
• 7267 multiple independent outages, consisting of 3741 combinations (Note A) of permanent
forced outages, and 3526 combinations (Note B) of a scheduled outage followed by a
permanent forced outage. Note A: The order of these events is irrelevant and hence
= 3741. Note B: The number of
the number of combinations is calculated as 87×86
2
combinations are calculated as 41×86 = 3526, where 41 is the number of scheduled outages,
and 86 is the number of remaining components that may suffer a forced outage.
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CTS 1 a decreased load level results in a decreased CTS impact, and thereby also a
lower risk index for the event and included components. However, in the author’s
Licentiate thesis [22] it is shown that for CTS 2 in RBTS, the opposite relation is
present for a number of events. This is explained by relative changes in the buses
scheduled generation at different load levels. The conclusion from this is that the
worst case system load scenario may not result in a worst case scenario for the
particular CTS. Several load scenarios needs to be included in the assessment.
Method implementation with Neplan and MATLAB
The method (Approach A) has been implemented by the author by connecting the
commercial programs Neplan [63] and MATLAB. In this implementation, Neplan
evaluates each outage event’s consequences on the CTSs in the system. Hence,
Neplan is for the RBTS analysis used as a power system contingency simulator.
This simulator includes the AC power flow technique and the priority order load
shedding method. For non-converged outage events the simulator uses the DC
power flow technique.
The results from Neplan are imported to MATLAB with the help of the FEA
(Failure Effect Analysis) function in Neplan. This import is accomplished by a
conversion of the FEA information into several raw text files, readable for MATLAB.
All method calculations are performed in a MATLAB script developed by the
author.

5.2.2

Approach B – Appended papers IV and V

The second approach of quantifying the component importance to system security
margin (SM) is presented in appended Papers IV and V. In Paper V the method is
also modified to include common-cause outage events initiated by acts of sabotage.
This approach is introduced in Chapter 7.
A complete introduction to the three developed component indices for technical
failures in Paper IV and V is given in Chapter 6. In this section the component
importance index to security margin is introduced for the purpose of comparing
this with Approach A.
The proposed method in Papers IV and V does not include a contingency index
(ranking outage events), thus, it focuses on the component importance. The basic
idea is the same: to study each component’s contribution to the risk of stressing
SM
the system CTSs. There are three main differences of this component index Ij,k
Risk
and IComp in Approach A:
1. The outage event risk allocation to the involved components (“causing”
component is responsible)
2. The component index includes the impact on several CTSs
3. The new CTS severity function for outage events
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The first improvement is described further in the next chapter. The two related
to the security margin are described in the next section. The description is not
complete and it is recommended to first read Section II in Paper IV or V.
SM
Component importance index to security margin, Ij,k

The component importance index for the security margin is in the appended papers
defined as
XX
SM
=
QCTS
(5.3)
Ij,k
i,z,k Ui
i∈Ωj

where
SM
Ij,k
i
Ωj
QCTS
i,z,k
Ui

z

component j’s importance to the transmission system
security margin (SM) at load scenario k,
is an outage event,
set of outage events “caused” by component j,
outage event i’s consequence on CTS z at load scenario k,
expected unavailability for outage event i.

Component j is here considered to have “caused” the event if it is the last
initiating component outage that triggered the event. The concept of allocating
the risk to one responsible component is further discussed in Section 6.2.3 in the
next chapter. This new risk allocation gives a different definition of the expected
unavailability Ui in Equation (5.3) compared to Equation (5.2) in Approach A.
The part discussed in this chapter is the term QCTS
i,z,k , which is the consequence
of outage event i on CTS z. This is defined as
QCTS
i,z,k =

where
post
Pi,z,k
limit
Pi,z,k


post
limit
Pi,z,k
−αz Pi,z,k

2

limit )
 ( (βz −αz )Pi,z,k
0



1

post
limit
limit
αz Pi,z,k
≤ Pi,z,k
≤ βz Pi,z,k
post
limit
Pi,z,k
< αz Pi,z,k
post
limit
Pi,z,k > βz Pi,z,k

(5.4)

active power transfer in CTS z after outage
event i at load scenario k [MW],
new total transfer capability (TTC) limit in CTS z after outage

αz

event i at load scenario k [MW],
start of loading interval in percent of CTS z’s limit, where the

βz

the security margin is at risk [%],
end of loading interval in percent of CTS z’s limit [%].
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The consequence function QCTS
i,z,k is defined for each CTS z by setting the
parameters αz and βz . Parameter αz sets the start of the loading interval for where
limit
the relative active loading [% of Pi,z,k
] in CTS z is considered to constitutes a
consequence to the security margin. All transfers below this interval have no impact
(QCTS
i,z,k =0). Parameter βz sets the end of this interval, where the consequence on the
CTS reaches its maximum (QCTS
i,z,k =1). There are several advantages of introducing
limit 8
a CTS loading interval related to some limit Pi,z,k
. Firstly, the start can be set
to values that are close to the limit, in order to also include marginal CTS stresses.
Secondly, an end of the interval provides an upper bound of the outage events
potential consequence on the CTS. The consequence of severe events resulting
in CTS collapse, or system collapse, can thereby be quantified (QCTS
i,z,k =1). In
Approach A these events are categorized as total-outages, treated separately in the
method, and not included in the component risk index. These events therefore
need a more detailed, manual investigation. However, for large system studies
the number of total-outages may be impractical. This is especially the case when
a significant number of outage events results in a non-converged AC power flow
(i.e. total-outages). In the GB study, about 1% of the events did not converge,
corresponding to about two million events. Hence, the concept of total-outages is
impractical for larger systems. By introducing a maximum consequence set by βz
we are able to assign a consequence of these potentially extreme events. Hence,
the concept of total-outages is no longer necessary in Approach B.
An illustration of QCTS
i,z,k is shown in Figure 1 in appended Paper IV.
The consequence QCTS
i,z,k is proportional to the square of the relative active power
loading in CTS z after event i. “After” should here be interpreted as when the
system is in a new steady state condition after e.g. protection equipment has
been triggered and generation is re-dispatched. The consequence is here studied
immediately after the event, but alternative models could be used (see discussion
in Section 5.3.2). The quadratic property has been arbitrarily set based on the
authors’ intuition for how the CTS consequence should depend on an increase
loading. The motivation is that the relative consequence of going from a 110%
loading to 115% should be higher than from 100% to 105%. This can be compared
with the linear model proposed in [84] (reviewed in Section 5.1.3) which do not
capture this aspect. Certainly other severity functions than the quadratic property
of QCTS
i,z,k could be selected. The general question here, which is a common problem,
is how an event’s estimated probability and CTS consequence should be weighted
in the risk index.
limit
The term Pi,z,k
is the new CTS TTC limit set by the TSO based on the new
system conditions due to changes in e.g. demand, generation and network topology.
This limit is in Approach B assumed to be set to a TTC that are secured to the
TSO’s deterministic criteria (see Section 2.4). This can be compared to Approach
A, where the limit is set to the total thermal capacity of the included lines in the
8 This

limit is referred to as the CTS’s total transfer capability (TTC) in Section 2.4
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studied CTS.
limit
For the TSO the new secured limit Pi,z,k
can be calculated in a new contingency
analysis with a state estimator. This is based on the new system state and a
contingency analysis including a number of credible outage events. However, this
requires additional computational resources and the new limit is therefore in this
thesis approximated to be unchanged for all events where the CTS is intact. For
outage events that include circuit disconnections (e.g. lines) within the CTS, the
new limit is estimated by scaling down the previous limit proportional to the
disconnected circuit’s thermal rating. Hence, the thermal rating of each line is
used to estimate its contribution to the total CTS limit.
limit
Section 4.2.3 provides the CTS limits Pi,z,k
for the intact GB system at the
system peak load scenario.
GB system study
SM
The component importance index Ij,k
is applied for about 7 000 components in
the GB system. This system study is further described in Chapter 6.
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Discussion and conclusions
Link between system stress and security

In this thesis the critical transfer sections’ (CTS) conditions at post-contingency
state are used as an indicator of the impact on system security margin. This link is
assumed possible since the CTSs transfer limits are set secured to the deterministic
security criteria and constrained by thermal, voltage level, and system stability
limits.
The fundamental idea in the CTS approach is that there exists a link between
stressed CTSs and the system security margin. Stressed CTSs are assumed to
imply a small security margin in the system which in its turn implies a higher
risk of severe events. If this link is weak, the approach may provide an incorrect
ranking of the most critical components to system security. The question, that is
complex to answer, is how the system stress and the security margin to unwanted
conditions are related. Most likely this relation highly depends on the specific
transmission system.

5.3.2

CTS discussion

The CTS transfer limit
limit
The CTS TTC limit Pi,z,k
for an intact system is in Approach B set in respect to
limit
the deterministic criteria as described in Section 2.4. Hence, Pi,z,k
includes the
transfer margin for deterministic criteria. Given a system load scenario where the
CTS transfer is equal to this limit, the system will be capable of accommodating
the worst case credible outage event without violating system function. The CTS
post
transfer after this event, referred to as Pworst
MW, will be at the margin of what
the system is capable of (See Section 2.4 and Figure 2.2). A small increase of
CTS transfer, or a disturbance at this post-contingency state, will result in system
violations and possibly system collapse.
The parameters αz and βz have in the GB system study been set based on
expert judgements. However, a more factual based assignment could be to set αz
limit
so that αz Pi,z,k
corresponds to NTC (NTC = TTC − TRM) for the CTS. In this
way the total reliability margin (TRM), describing the uncertainty of the TTC
forecast, is captured in the severity function. In the GB case studies αz is set
to 90% and 95% respectively, and this corresponds to reasonable NTCs values
(assuming fixed TRMs of 10% and 5% of TTC). However, for the GB system
definition only the TTC values have been found and hence this approach were not
possible to implement.
post
The parameter βz could be assigned based on the value for Pworst
for each CTS
and for the intact system. Transfers over this limit are at the border of what the
system is capable of and it is close to system collapse. However, this requires inside
(classified) TSO data and hence this approach was not possible to use in this thesis.
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Remedial actions for stressed CTSs
In the proposed method, the consequence on the CTS is studied directly after the
outage event. The protection system has isolated the fault, overload protection
equipment may have been triggered, and the system has settled in a new steadystate condition. At this moment, before any manual restorative actions are made
by the operator, the active power flow through the CTS is studied in the method.
System violations may exist at this moment, such as e.g. overloads in transformers
or under-voltages in buses. But no restorative actions, such as e.g. emergency start
of backup generators, re-connections in substations or load shedding actions, have
yet been made.
The loading on the CTS at e.g. 10 minutes after the outage event is most likely
different compared to directly after the event. Restoration actions by the operator
may have been performed. Hence the outage events’ associated risks are different
for these two cases.
A study of the impact on the CTSs at different times after the outage event is
not within the scope of this thesis. This includes a more detailed modelling of the
remedial actions performed by the TSO, which is complex. However, it would be
interesting to include since it provides a better model of different outage events
severeness to the CTSs. An event with a high momentary CTS impact may be
considered to be less severe than an event with a moderate impact that requires
extensive remedial actions.
Selection of CTSs in the system
The assessed CTSs in the method have to be selected carefully in order to reflect
the entire transmission system transfer capability. Depending on the system
configuration or load level during the year, these CTSs always, or during part
of the year, represent the transfer bottlenecks of the system. Therefore there is
certainly a risk in the method that the studied CTSs do not represent all of the
system transfer bottlenecks. A transfer section in the system may be missed and
not considered as a CTS, even if this is the case at e.g. low load level periods with
many lines disconnected due to maintenance.
The selection of the CTSs may be difficult in existing systems. A technique to
determine the appropriate CTSs for a transmission system is not the scope of this
work. However, it is the author’s belief that the transmission system operators
normally are well aware of these sections in the system and supervise their transfer
limits.
Importance of different CTSs
Approach A gives a ranking of the assessed outage events’ risk to each individual
CTS. The critical components to each CTS is also evaluated. This means that
different CTSs in the system most likely will get different ranking lists. The TSO
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then has to determine the relative importance of the different ranking lists. The
most straightforward approach is to consider the result as equally important.
In Approach B, each outage event’s impact on all assessed CTSs is evaluated.
Hence, the component’s importance to all assessed CTSs is studied. It is here
assumed that the TSO considers all CTS to be equally important to the system
security margin. However, a weighting factor could easily be included for different
CTS in Equation (5.3). The TSO could estimate each CTS relative importance
to system security based on, for instance, its total transfer capability or past
experience of severe historical events. However, this is not trivial and not within
the scope of this thesis.

5.3.3

Combination of techniques

The approach presented in this thesis adopts static AC power flow simulations to
estimate outage events impact on system security. This does not provide the same
model accuracy as the transient analysis approach. However, static analysis is less
computational intensive and this enables contingency analysis including a large
number of component outage events. About 200 million events are evaluated for
different load scenarios in the GB system study, introduced in Section 6.3. This
approach provides a broad screening to identify potential critical components to
system security margin.
It would be interesting to combine the broad screening method presented in this
thesis with a more detailed (but computational intensive) probabilistic transient
stability assessment, such as the method presented by Haarla et al. [74,75], reviewed
in Section 5.1.1. The first screening would then provide a limited set of critical
components (e.g. lines and busbars) that are further analyzed with the component
importance method including transient analysis. If for example 10% of the most
critical lines and busbars in the GB system model are selected in the first screening
step, this results in about 60 components to be evaluated in the second step. This
two-step approach could provide an applicable methodology to identify critical
components to system breakdown in the GB system model.

Chapter 6

Component importance for
transmission systems
This chapter starts with a review of published component reliability importance
indices for transmission systems. Then the proposed component importance method,
included in appended Papers IV and V, is introduced and applied on the GB system
model. In this chapter all outage events are assumed to be initiated by technical
failures and the analysis are based on statistical data for the component reliability.
It is recommended to read appended Paper IV before reading this chapter.

6.1

Introduction

A background to component importance indices for power systems was presented in
Section 3.3. As concluded, there are relatively few published importance methods
applied on power systems. The applications are distribution systems or single
substation configuration with a relatively limited number of components. Within
methods for evaluating component importance indices for larger transmission
systems, with meshed network topologies, there are even fewer publications. One
approach has already been reviewed in Section 5.1.1; Haarla et al. [74, 75] present
importance indices for transmission system security evaluated with dynamical
simulations.
Hamoud [89] propose a component importance method based on sensitivity
analysis which is tested on a small transmission test system. It is also recognized that
the consequence in the transmission system can be measured in other quantities
than interrupted load supply. Suggested quantities to include in component
importance indices are isolated generation, component overloads and decreased
transfer capabilities. However, only isolated generators and interrupted load supply
are included in the presented method by Hamoud [89]. The component importance
is deduced by evaluating the relative change of system total average cost when the
67
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specific component is assumed to be ideal. The total cost includes an interruption
of supply cost for the loads, and a cost for the energy not supplied by the generators.
Hence, this enables to identify critical components to both load supply and the
generator owners. The method is applied on the IEEE-RTS79 [90] test system
including 33 lines and 5 transformers. All first and second order contingencies of
the components in the system are included in the analysis and evaluated with a
DC power flow method.
The method presented by Hamoud [89] is related to the method introduced
in this chapter. Not only the component importance to interruption of supply is
included by Hamoud [89], but also to generation. This is an important contribution
to get a more complete view of the component importance to system reliability.
However, the method is based on the sensitivity analysis technique and this makes
it difficult to apply the method on existing transmission systems. This is since the
total system reliability needs to be re-calculated for each component that is assessed.
Each calculation includes a complete evaluation of all contingencies impact on
system. Hence, the computational time will be a limiting factor for real transmission
systems. This property of the sensitivity method, which many classical importance
indices are based on, makes this approach difficult to use for larger power systems.
This is not true if analytical expressions can be derived for system reliability
based on the component’s reliability. For distribution systems the minimal cut set
technique with the approximative equations, described by for example Billinton
and Allan [1], can be used. However, for complex power system models, involving
power flow simulations, analytical expressions for reliability is normally not possible.
For this reason the proposed indices introduced in this chapter are based on the
“causing” concept, first introduced for component importance indices by Wang et
al. [91] and later refined by Hilber [15] and Hilber and Bertling [56]. With this
approach it is possible to allocate the outage events contribution to the component
importance with only one complete evaluation of all contingencies per load scenario.
The computational time can thereby be reduced and this enables applying the
component indices on real transmission systems. A component is considered to have
“caused” an outage event if it is the last initiating component outage that triggered
the event. The causing component gets responsible for all system consequences of
the studied outage event.

6.2
6.2.1

Three component importance indices
Three parties for the TSO

The component importance method introduced in this thesis is mainly developed
for the transmission system operator (TSO) and its point of view. From this
viewpoint the distribution system companies (DisCOs) and generation companies
(GenCOs) can be seen as customers connected to the TSO’s grid. Both the DisCOs
and GenCOs requests a functioning grid connection from the TSO, but the TSO
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also have an internal requirement of a certain security margin against severe events.
Hence, the TSO needs to consider all three parties in the planning and operation of
the transmission system. The advantage of this approach is a more complete view
of the critical components to system reliability than if, as most commonly, only the
risk to load supply (DisCO) is studied. For this reason, three different component
importance indices have been developed and applied on the GB transmission system
model.
The proposed indices are:
SM
(i) Ij,k
: Importance to TSO’s security margin
EENS
(ii) Ij,k
: Importance to DisCOs
DG
: Importance to GenCOs
(iii) Ij,k

The first quantifies the component importance to the TSO’s security margin
and this index was introduced in Section 5.2.2. The second index quantifies the
component importance to load supply, and the third the component importance to
generation.
The approach results in three separate component ranking lists for the TSO’s
system. The TSO then has to decide how to value and weight the results between
rankings. This is further discussed in Section 6.2.6.

6.2.2

General structure of the three proposed indices

The three proposed indices have the following general structure:
.
=
Ij,k

X

Q.i,k Ui

(6.1)

i∈Ωj

where
j
k
i
Ωj
Q.i,k

is the component,
is the studied system load scenario,
is an outage event,
is the set of outage events “caused” by component j,
outage event i’s consequence on either (i) security margin (QCTS ),
(ii) load supply (QPNS ) or (iii) generation (QDG ), at load scenario k,

Ui

expected unavailability for outage event i.

The index is defined for component j as a sum of risks for all studied outage
events i, where j caused the event. The risk contribution from the event is defined
as the product of i’s consequence (Q.i,k ) and the probability (estimated with Ui )
for this system state.
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Event risk allocation to components

Component j in Equation (6.1) is here considered to have “caused” the event if it is
the last initiating component outage that triggered the event. This risk allocation
can be compared with the allocation technique in Paper III (see Section 5.2.1),
where the consequence for the event is added to all included initiating components
in the event. This results in a double counting of multiple events’ associated risk,
which is avoided by allocating the risk to one (causing) component. This technique
has been adopted from Hilber and Bertling [56] and Wang et al. [91]. How the risk
is allocated is not trivial and other approaches are possible.
The allocation procedure implies that the component outage sequence in the
initiating event is relevant. For instance, consider an event where an outage first
occurs on a line referred to as L1, followed by an outage on a line L2. This multiple
SM
SM
line outage event, denoted {L1+L2}, adds a risk to IL2,k
but not to IL1,k
. Hence,
1
the event of {L2+L1} also needs to be studied.
An initiating outage event, consisting of one or more component outages, often
results in additional system related component outages. Normally several components are disconnected when the protection system isolates the initiating outage
event. The initiating event may also result in circuit overloads which result in
additional system related component outages triggered by protection systems. This
may result in a cascading event where a large number of components finally are
disconnected. However, in this thesis it is the last component outage in the initiating event that is “responsible” for the event, and not the additional component
outages that may be triggered by the first event.

6.2.4

Event unavailability, Ui

In Equation (6.1), the expected unavailability Ui for outage event i is used as an
approximation for the probability for the system state where event i has occurred.
The event unavailability is estimated based on the included components’ expected
probabilities. The approximation of using Ui for the system state’s probability
implies that the remaining components’ function availabilities are neglected; system
components not included in i are assumed to have an availability of 1.0 during
the event. For large systems this approximation may result in relative large errors
when calculating the total system reliability [9]. This is especially the case when
the generator system is included in the reliability modelling, since the generator
units normally have relatively low availabilities compared to other component
types. However, the adopted approximation is justified in this thesis since it is the
components’ relative contribution to the system reliability that is studied, and not
a total system index. Furthermore, the generator system adequacy reliability is not
1 However, the exemplified events normally have identical system impact, and hence only one
AC power flow simulation may be necessary for evaluating the events’ consequences.
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included in the system studies. Hence, the impact on the relative component ranking
due to this approximation is presumably small. Furthermore, this approach of using
the event unavailability is also adopted in the developed component importance
indices presented by Espiritu et al. in [57], reviewed in Section 3.3.1.
Since the sequence of the component outages is considered (see Section 6.2.3),
the expected probability (Ui ) for multiple outages in Equation (6.1) is different
from Approach A in Section 5.2.1. Equation (6.2) shows the definition of Ui for
a first order outage event i, which includes a forced outage of component j in
the system.2 Equation (6.3) defines Ui for a second order outage event, with two
independent component outages, where the first forced outage is in component γ
and the second in component j. 3
The unavailability for an event of a component outage in γ followed by a nonfunctioning (e.g. stuck) circuit breaker j is defined in Equation (6.4). The circuit
breaker is assumed to be located in the nearest protection zone to the component.
For these dependent events the risk is only allocated to the circuit breaker. This is
since the first component outage is supposed to trigger the protection equipment
in order to isolate the fault. Hence, the event of e.g. a line (L) outage followed
by a non-functioning circuit breaker (CB) is possible, {L1+CB stuck }, but not
{CB stuck +L1}.

6.2.5

Ui={j}

=

λ j rj
8760

Ui={γ+j}

=

λj (λγ rγ )

Ui={γ+j stuck }

=

rj r γ
1
(rj + rγ ) 87602
λ γ rγ
Pjstuck
8760

(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)

The three proposed indices

SM
Component reliability importance for security margin, Ij,k

This index has already been introduced in Chapter 5, where component indices for
security margin were discussed. Section 5.2 introduced the approach of using the
CTSs conditions’ as indicators of the impact on the TSO’s system security margin.
SM
The component importance index Ij,k
is presented in Equation (5.3).
SM
With the general structure of the three indices in Equation (6.1), the index Ij,k

2 Compared to Approach A in Section 5.2.1 there is no difference for the definition of U for
i
first order outage events.
3 This can be compared with the approximate equations in Section A.2, adopted in Approach A.
The difference is that Equation (A.11) describes the total unavailability contribution of both
{γ+j} and {j+γ}.
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can be expressed as
SM
Ij,k
=

X

QCTS
i,k Ui

(6.5)

i∈Ωj

where
QCTS
i,k =

X

QCTS
i,z,k .

(6.6)

z

The term QCTS
i,z,k is the consequence of outage event i on CTS z, at system load
scenario k. In Equation (5.4) the consequence function QCTS
i,z,k is presented.

EENS
Component reliability importance for DisCOs, Ij,k

This index describes the component risk of causing an interruption of supply in
the system’s load points. Each load point is represented by a distribution system
company (DisCO) that supplies electric energy to the end consumers. Hence, the
index provides the component importance to the system’s DisCOs, measured in
the expected energy not supplied (EENS) in MWh/yr. For a definition of EENS
see Equation (A.21).
EENS
Equation (6.7) shows the definition of Ij,k
, which is component j’s importance
to DisCOs’ load supply at system scenario k. The consequence term QPNS
i,k represent
the total power not supplied (PNS) in the system due to outage event i at system
load scenario k. Hence, one or more load points are disconnected if this term is
positive after an event.
EENS
Ij,k
= 8760

X

QPNS
i,k Ui

[MWh/yr]

(6.7)

i∈Ωj

where
EENS
Ij,k
i
Ωj
PNS
Qi,k
Ui
8760

component j’s importance for DisCOs’ load supply at load scenario k,
is an outage event,
set of outage events “caused” by component j,
the average power not supplied (PNS) in system after outage event i
at system load scenario k [MW],
expected unavailability for outage event i,
hours per year.

EENS
The index Ij,k
can be interpreted as the component’s contribution to the total
(annualized) expected energy not served, EENS [MWh/yr], for the system at load
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scenario k. If the index is summed for all components, the result is the annualized
EENS for the entire system at scenario k. An annualized EENS correspond to a
system that is operated with a system load scenario k for the entire year.
The reason for choosing EENS in the index for DisCOs is that it is an establish
consequence measure for the TSO. It is normally used to describe the reliability
performance of transmission systems. It includes both the interruption rate,
duration, and the energy not supplied. The energy measure provides a relevant
measure of the societal impact of an event. An alternative measure to EENS could
be to instead include the expected societal interruption cost, which can be based
on the EENS. This is further discussed in Section 6.2.6.
DG
Component reliability importance for GenCOs, Ij,k

This index represents the component risk of causing a system state where one or
more generator unit is unable to connect to the grid. Each generator unit is here
represented by a generation company (GenCO) that needs the grid connection to
supply its scheduled energy to the system.
Reliability indices quantifying the generators’ ability to supply energy to the
grid are not as common as indices to load supply. However, one such approach
is presented by Makarov [92], which introduces the index Expected Energy Not
Produced (EENP) [MWh/yr]. This system index provides each generator site’s
expected energy not produced due to weaknesses and contingencies in the system.
However, it does not provide each component’s importance to this index, as
described here.
Equation (6.8) shows the definition of the index, where component j’s risk of
causing isolated or disconnected generation units at load scenario k is quantified.
DG
Ij,k
= 8760

X

QDG
i,k Ui

[MWh/yr]

i∈Ωj

where
DG
Ij,k

i
Ωj
QDG
i,k
Ui
8760

component j’s importance for GenCOs’ generation units
at load scenario k,
is an outage event,
set of outage events “caused” by component j,
disconnected generation due to outage event i
at load scenario k [MW],
expected unavailability for outage event i.
hours per year.

(6.8)
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The consequence QDG
i,k represent the disconnected (or isolated) scheduled power
generation that is not possible to supply to the grid due to outage event i. For
instance, assume a generator unit with a rating of 100 MW that is utilized to 50%
in the scenario. For an outage event where only this generator is isolated, the
consequence QDG
i,k is 50 MW. The disconnected generation is normally automatically
re-dispatched to other units included in the spinning reserve in the system. Hence,
there may be no consequence to the load supply in the system due to this event.
However, the scheduled generation is affected and this constitutes a risk for both
the GenCOs and the TSO. The GenCO is unable to utilize the generator unit and
the TSO’s spinning reserve is effected.
In case of an outage event that result in large scale generation disconnection,
there may be a generation deficit in the system. The available spinning reserve is
not sufficient for these events. This can initiate load shedding mechanism in order
to balance the load to the available generation. The TSO can also start emergency
generation (e.g. gas turbines). In the case studies in this thesis, the control room
actions at post-contingencies are not modelled and these events may therefore result
in large power flows from the adjacent interconnections. However, it was considered
that the applicability of the implemented method would be affected negatively if
this aspect were included in the modelling, due to the increased computational
requirements.

6.2.6

Combining the three indices

The three importance indices give the TSO a component ranking for each interest.
In the decision making the TSO may have to consider the proportions of importance
between each of the three rankings.
In Paper V, (Eq. 2.8), the three component indices are combined into a total
TOT
SM
EENS
DG
index Ij,k
. This is a weighted normalized index based on Ij,k
, Ij,k
and Ij,k
.
The TSO determine the relative importance of each interest and set the three
weights W I,SM , W I,EENS , and W I,DG correspondingly. The three weights can be
based on expert judgements, or the estimated annually cost associated with stressed
CTSs and interrupted DisCOs and GenCos.
Alternative measures to the three studied consequences (Q) could be to instead
model the expected societal interruption cost based on these impact’s. One advantage with a monetary component importance value is that it enables summation of
the different parties’ indices, to form one total index. Another advantage is that it
enables the TSO to better prioritize the DisCOs and GenCOs in different areas
of the system. For example, an important load point could then be considered to
have a high associated interruption cost since it is especially important for the
TSO, due to e.g. (i) its societal functions, (ii) close connection to the TSO’s control
room, or (iii) for the restoration process after a severe event. However, even if
prioritization of individual load points can be seen as unethical, this is performed
by the TSO today. For instance, as described in the introduction of this thesis, the
Swedish transmission system is design with a N - 2 criteria close to large cities [5].

6.3. GB system study
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GB system study

Method studies have been performed on the GB system model presented in Section 4.2. These are described in appended Paper IV and V and include events
initiated by technical failures, based on statistical data. In Paper V the GB system
also is studied from a vulnerability perspective in an antagonistic scenario, and the
proposed method for this type of studies is introduced in Chapter 7.

6.3.1

System study differences in Paper IV and V

There are differences in the two performed system studies in Paper IV and V. The
three main differences are
• the number of assessed system load scenarios,
• the handling of non-converged outage events, and
• the settings of the parameters αz and βz in QCTS
i,z,k (See Equation (5.4)).
Assessed load scenarios
In Paper V the system study focuses on the peak load scenario, whereas Paper IV
includes all four system load scenarios. This enables to study the system load
demand impact on the component importance indices.
Handling of non-converged outage events
In Paper IV non-converged events of first order are excluded from the component
indices and studied separately. These 33 first order initiating events are mainly
present at the peak load scenario and have a major impact on the result in Paper V.4
This is since these events have a high associated probability (compared to the
second order events), and high consequence since they are treated as system collapse.
Furthermore, components included in second order outage events where one of
these 33 components is included, is also influenced by the non-converged impact.
Section 3.2.6 discussed the complexity and challenge of non-converged events in
reliability assessments. Both of the approaches in Paper IV and V can be argued
to be correct, although it is probably due to inaccuracies in the power system model,
or the AC power flow, that these non-converged events occurs. Since the number of
initiating events are limited (33), it is achievable to perform more detailed studies on
these 33 initiating component outages in order to evaluate the reason. In this way
these components are considered to be critical in the first place and not included in
the further assessment of identifying critical components with importance indices.

4 These 33 initiating outage events result in cascading events due to the high load level in the
system. At lower load levels the system has a higher redundancy against outage events.
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However, the approach in Paper V includes these non-converged events, providing
an upper bound of the component indices.
Parameter settings of QCTS
i,z,k
The parameter settings for QCTS
i,z,k in Paper V are set to αz =0.9 and βz =1.1. In
Paper IV the interval is wider and set to αz =0.95 and βz =1.3. Both of these
intervals are based on assumptions from practical experiences from operation of
transmission systems. However, the wider interval in Paper IV was based on a
more detailed assessment on the studied outage events’ impact on the CTSs. This
assessment showed that a large number of events resulted in CTS impacts close to
110% loading, and hence the consequences for moderate events compared to major
outage events are similar with the setting of βz =1.1. With the wider interval there
is a larger difference of the quantified consequence QCTS
i,z,k of minor events compared
to severe events close to system collapse.
A more objective approach to determine the interval for QCTS
i,z,k is discussed in
Section 5.3.2.
Result differences of Paper IV and V
The different parameter settings in QCTS
i,z,k , and the handling of non-converged
events, results in different component rankings for the peak load scenario in the
two studies.
The following description of the GB study in this chapter is from Paper IV.

6.3.2

Studied outage events

The method study includes the initiating events of all first- and second-order outage
combinations of the almost 7 000 components in Table 4.3, page 41. The generator
units and series reactors in the table are however excluded from the reliability
analysis and not included in the studied outage events. Component reliability
data and model assumptions are presented in Section 4.2.6. Initiating independent
outage events of the third order and above are not included in the study.
The following initiating outage events are included in the GB study:
• Single forced component outages (≈7 000)
• Multiple outage event including two independent forced component outages
• Multiple outage event of a forced component outage followed by non-functioning
protection equipment in the near-zone
In total this results in about 50×106 initiating outage events to be included
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in the component importance indices for each load scenario.5 Each event has an
associated system consequence and expected unavailability. The total number of
outage events differs slightly between each load scenario due to small differences
in the scenarios’ network topologies. This is since the reactive compensation
equipment is connected to the grid at different load levels. For instance, shunt
capacitor banks are more often connected to the grid at higher load demand
scenarios.
Due to model symmetries the number of AC power flow simulations 6 are reduced
to about 5×106 for each scenario.7 The reduction to a number of “representative”
outage event consequences is possible because (i) components in the network
topology are often connected in radial branches, (ii) the sequence order of component
outages in an multiple event often is irrelevant for the system impact (see Section
6.2.3). For instance, a line section (i.e. a serial branch) may include one overhead
line and two disconnectors, which are assumed to have identical system impact if
suffering an outage.
The initiating events often result in system related outages. It is important
to stress that the power system analysis for outage events in this thesis does not
include the “simple” removal of branches. Instead the initiating event can start a
series of component outages in the system that is evaluated in an AC power flow
simulation. An initiating event may include several AC power flow calculations
due to overloaded components and protection equipment actions.
The total computational time of the component importance indices in the
GB system model was less than five weeks for all four scenarios by using parallel
distributed computation. The computational cluster is further described in Section
4.3.

6.3.3

Results

The presented results in this section are from Paper IV, where four load scenarios
are included in the assessment.
Figures 6.1– 6.3 show the results for the three component importance indices
in GB system.
It is seen that the component indices are highly dependent on the system load
scenario, which ranges from summer minimum (k = 1) to winter peak (k = 4).
The set of most critical components also differs substantially between the TSO,
DisCOs and GenCOs. A few components, however, are critical for more than one
5 Each event results in a new system state at the given system load scenario. This number
of studied system states is a small subset of the total number of possible system states, which
theoretically is more than 27000 . The first- and second-order initiating outage events represent
the most credible events.
6 One simulation may include several iterative AC power flow calculations due to e.g. line
overload tripping that can result in a cascading event.
7 Note however that the expected outage event unavailability normally not are identical for
the different events.
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party: nine components are present in two of the three rankings, and at RATS
substation the main busbar, BB RATS42(B400) 1, is top-ranked both for DisCOs
and GenCOs (1st in Figure 6.2, and 7th in Figure 6.3). The great majority of the
top-ranked components are located at the 400 kV level. Components in 2-BB-2-CB
substations are under-represented, which is reasonable in view of this configuration’s
high redundancy.
Component reliability importance for security margin
Figure 6.1 shows that the eleven SVCs are critical components for the system
security margin at load scenarios two and four. The main purpose of an SVC is to
mitigate the system impact of outage events by rapidly controlling the system’s
voltage profile. Outage events such as a busbar fault combined with an SVC outage
tend to have a large impact on the studied CTSs in GB, particularly when reactive
power reserves are low due to heavy load. However, the SVC results should be
treated only as indicative, because (i) there is high uncertainty in component
reliability data (see Section 4.2.6), and (ii) there was non-convergence in a number
of the associated events.
The remaining components’ importance for the security margin is less influenced
by non-convergent events. Figure 6.1 shows several top-ranked main busbars (BB)
and circuit breakers (CB) located in the KEAD and RATS substations, and six
disconnectors (DISC) close to one of the main busbars in KEAD. This is reasonable
since KEAD and RATS are two of the largest substations in the system, and these
components are included in outage events that split up important parts of the
system topology, resulting in high stresses on the CTSs at peak load.
The component importance decreases rapidly with lower load demand (load
scenarios 1–3). This is because the base case CTS limits, defined by National Grid
in [64], are set for the winter peak scenario, resulting in large margins at lower load
levels. However, during low-load scenarios the transfer and generation capabilities
may be reduced due to planned outages, and this will effect the base case CTS
limits. For future studies the summer minimum scenario could also include a worst
case topology configuration where major planned outages are present.
Component reliability importance for DisCOs
As shown in Figure 6.2, a majority of the 30 most important components for
DisCOs’ load supply are located in the RATS substation. A closer investigation
shows that the two main busbars in RATS are included in outage events that result
in four major line outages, transformer overloads, and possible interruption of
supply for large DisCOs. The substation configuration in RATS has busbars that
are capable of being coupled but are normally operated uncoupled. A different
coupling scheme or a new substation layout in this station will improve the DisCOs’
reliability close to this station.
Figure 6.2 also shows that a main busbar in STAY and an SVC in CELL are top
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ranked for the DisCOs’ load supply. The SVC’s importance is especially high at
scenario 4 (peak load), but low or negligible for load scenarios 1–3.
Component reliability importance for GenCOs
Fig. 6.3 shows the 30 most important components for the GenCOs’ generator units
in the system. The top-ranked components are mainly main busbars and coupling
circuit breakers located in the DRAX, DEES, EGGB and RATS substations.
The annualized component indices for IjEENS and IjDG (in MWh/yr) are relatively high. This is explained by the contribution from the non-converged events
and the restoration model for post-contingency conditions. The outage duration for
an event is estimated based on the involved components expected restoration times
(rj ). A more detailed model could instead estimate the time it takes to perform
corrective actions for the operator.
Discussion
In the presented results, the 30 highest ranked components (of the about 7 000 in
the system) are considered as critical and needs further investigation. This number
has been selected for illustrative purposes due to space limitations of the figures.
For practical applications it may be more rational to consider, for instance, the 5%
(350) highest ranked components as critical. This group of components are then
considered by the TSO as prioritized for further investigation and their internal
ranking may be of secondary importance due to the data and model uncertainties.

6.3.4

Contributions to uncertainty in result

Assumptions, approximations and data uncertainty influence the accuracy of the
final result in the GB study. A number of these factors to uncertainty in reliability
assessments of power systems are discussed in Section 3.2. Furthermore, in Section
4.2.4 the GB model assumptions are discussed. The following list includes the
major contributions to the result uncertainty:
Related to the method
• Possible dependencies in the initiating component outages; outage events
initiated by a common-cause incident are not modelled
• Handling of non-converged events (see Section 3.2.6)
• Evaluating outage events’ impact with static AC power flow analysis (see
Section 3.2.5)
• Numerical inaccuracies in AC power flow technique resulting in non-converged
outage events
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Figure 6.1: Ranking in the GB system based on the component reliability importance
SM
for system security margin, Ij,k
.
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Figure 6.2: Ranking in the GB system based on the component reliability importance
EENS
for DisCOs (load supply), Ij,k
.
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Figure 6.3: Ranking in the GB system based on the component reliability importance
DG
for GenCOs (generation), Ij,k
.
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• The modelled CTS severity function for outage events impact on security
margin (Section 5.2.2)
• Using the event’s expected unavailability Ui as an approximation of the
probability of having a system state where i has occurred (Section 6.2.4)
Related to the implementation of the method
• The model for how CTSs transfer limits are estimated at post-contingency
states (Section 5.2.2)
• Initiating outage events of third order and above are neglected in the study
• The model for remedial actions at post-contingency states
• Base case scenarios’ representation of the annual condition of the system
(Section 4.2.3)
• Only outage events at the transmission level are considered, whereas the
functional zones of generation and distribution are assumed to be 100% reliable
Related to the GB model data
• Uncertainty in component reliability data (Sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.6)
• The modelled substation configurations in the GB system (Section 4.2.4)
• The settings of the line overload protection equipment (Section 4.2.4)
• Scheduled outages (maintenance) are not included in the GB system scenarios
(Section 4.2.3)
A number of these could be improved with more advanced models, accurate
data, and inside (classified) TSO information. As always there is a balance between
the result accuracy of the model and the calculation complexity, .

6.3.5

Sensitivity analysis for component ranking

A sensitivity analysis has been performed on the three component rankings in
Section 6.3.3 at the peak load scenario. The purpose is to study the robustness
of the set of critical components identified by the method, given uncertainties
in the component reliability data. Table 6.1 shows the result of the sensitivity
analysis, where the component outage rate is varied for four component types.8
The impact on the list of critical components is determined by the relative change

8 The

circuit breaker (CB) stuck probability Pstuck is also varied.
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of the list. That is, the relative number of swaps from the original list compared to
the disturbed list of critical components.
For example, consider the result in Figure 6.1, where 30 of the most critical
components for security margin is listed. Table 6.1 shows that this set of components
will change by 10% if the circuit breakers’ (CB) outage rate is reduced by 50% of
its original value. That is, three components are no longer considered as critical
and three new components is added to the list. If instead 5% of the highest ranked
components (of all 7 000) are considered as critical, the list includes 350 components.
As seen in Table 6.1, the relative change for the top 350 list for the security margin
is 9% (31 components) if the circuit breakers’ outage rate is reduced by 50%. It is
not only circuit breakers that are removed from the ranking list due to the lower
outage rate. Other component types included in multiple outage events with circuit
breakers are also assigned a lower ranking and not longer considered as critical.
The result shows on relatively large impact on the set of critical components if
the 30 highest ranked components are considered. This is especially the case for
the sensitivity analysis for DisCO and GenCo. If instead the 350 highest ranked
components are considered as critical, the identified set of critical components are
relatively consistent for errors in the component outage rate. This indicates that
the relative ranking between different top ranked components should be considered
as secondary importance in this particular study because of the data and model
uncertainties. It is more rational and practical applicable to identify a larger group
of top ranked components and classify these as “critical”. These critical components
can then be prioritized for further, more detailed, assessments. Different criticality
categories can be assigned to the components based on their associated rankings.

6.3.6

Comparison of total system reliability index EENS
with historical value

EENS
The component index Ij,k
in Figure 6.2 provide each component’s contribution
to the total system reliability index expected energy not served (EENS) [MWh/yr]
EENS
in the GB model. Hence, if Ij,k
is summed for all components j, the index
EENSk is obtained for each of the four scenarios. Given the expected durations for
the four scenarios in Table 4.4, page 41, the total expected energy not served for
the GB model is calculated to 4 590 MWh/yr. As a comparison, the energy not
served (ENS) for the NGET-owned system area during 2007–2008 was estimated
to 1 513 MWh by National Grid [93].9 Since the implemented GB model includes
approximately two-thirds of the entire NGET system area, the model EENS is
about five times higher than this single historical outcome. The ENS from 2007–
2008 for the real system should be treated as one outcome from an unknown
probability distribution. Hence, the comparison of the absolute value of system

9 This value includes unexpected interruption of supply during April 2007 – March 2008 [93].
An average value for ENS for the system area has not been found.
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Table 6.1: Sensitivity analysis of the three component ranking’s impact of a varied
component outage rate. The impact is measured in the relative change of the set of
critical components compared to the undisturbed base case.
Component
type
CB
-50%
∆λ (f/yr) +50%
+100%
CB

I

SM

EENS

DG

, Security Margin
I
, DisCO
I , GenCO
Top 30
Top 350
Top 30
Top 350
Top 30
Top 350
10%
9%
27%
3%
57%
2%
3%
3%
27%
14%
13%
5%
20%
5%
33%
4%
20%
0%

-50%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

+50%
+100%

0%
7%

0%
5%

0%
27%

0%
12%

0%
30%

0%
5%

BB

-50%
+50%
+100%

10%
7%
10%

1%
1%
6%

3%
27%
53%

6%
6%
16%

20%
7%
30%

2%
1%
6%

DISC

-50%
+50%
+100%

7%
0%
10%

4%
8%
17%

63%
3%
53%

15%
5%
15%

10%
40%
63%

6%
2%
7%

SVC

-95%
-90%
-70%
-50%

10%
10%
0%
0%

3%
0%
0%
0%

10%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

1%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

∆P

stuck

∆λ (f/yr)

∆λ (f/yr)

∆λ (f/yr)

reliability should be considered as indicative to show that the reliability model is
not unrealistic.
The reason for the large value for the model EENS is explained by the listed
model uncertainties in Section 6.3.4. The two main contributions to the error
is probably the component reliability data and the restoration model. Swedish
component data is used in the model and hence a comparison with a historical GB
ENS value should be treated as indicative. The used restoration model estimate
the restoration time for outage events based on the included components outage
durations. This provides an overestimate since many of the resulting system states
may be possible to restore by switching actions performed by the control room. The
alternative is to use a more detailed, and time consuming, model for the restoration
of different system states. On the other hand this could limit the component
importance indices applicability on real systems.
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Discussion and conclusion
Event probability for independent outages

The method presented in this thesis provides a broad screening of initiating events
that constitute a high risk to system reliability. This risk is allocated to the included
components with the proposed component importance indices.
The first challenge here is to assure the inclusion of events resulting in severe
system consequences. The mechanisms behind severe outage events are often
complex. The broad screening and the detailed power system model in this thesis
seeks to include and model these events.
The second challenge is to estimate the associated probabilities of the studied
events. Dependencies are often present between the component outages in the
events and these are complex to model. Independent component outages are a
common simplification within reliability modelling of power system.
A single component outage can trigger dependent outage events, such as tripping
of overloaded components and non-functioning protection equipment, which is
included in the modelling in the GB study in this thesis. Hence, these events
are initiated by a single incident, causing a single component outage that result
in a cascading event. The probability of a single initiating incident is relatively
straightforward to estimate and model. Moreover, a detailed power system model,
as presented in this thesis, gains the modelling of cascading events.
The multiple initiating outage events, including two independent forced component outages, are here assumed to occur due to two independent incidents.
The assumption of independence, result in an underestimation of these events
probabilities. There may be couplings between different possible incidents, and
this is not covered in the model. In fact it might be one initiating incident causing
two apparently independent component outages, i.e. one common-cause initiating
event. The mechanisms behind these events are complex and not easily susceptible
to probabilistic modelling. Here can the second method, introduced in Chapter 7,
deducing importance indices for common-cause events with unknown outage rates,
provide an additional input to the decision-making. In the GB system study these
events are initiated by acts of sabotage, but the cause might as well be accidental
human errors or adverse weather with limited geographical impact.

6.4.2

Combining the deterministic criteria with component
importance indices

The GB transmission system is planned and operated with deterministic criteria
including component types such as lines, busbars and generators, but component
types such as circuit breakers are normally excluded [8]. By combining the method
presented in this thesis with the existing deterministic criteria, the TSO’s security
framework could be extended to also include these components. This could be
implemented by setting a maximum threshold value for each of the three proposed
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component importance indices.

6.4.3

Evaluation of the existing deterministic criteria

One possible application for component importance indices in transmission systems
is to evaluate the existing deterministic criteria. One important question is which
component types and outage events should be included in the security criteria.
These are also referred to as secured events as the system is planned and operated to
handle these events. As has been mentioned, the GB criteria treat two independent
line outages as a secured event. However, the outage events of e.g. circuit breakers or
busbars couplers are normally not included. Within [46] a review of the existing GB
criteria is performed to investigate if it is appropriate to exclude these component
types from the secured events. The judgement is based on the expected outage
rates for these events and one typical consequence. The presented method in this
thesis could provide a more systematic analysis in order to evaluate the different
component types associated risk with the existing regime.
Figures 6.1–6.3 show that no transmission line is top ranked. A closer investigation show that transmission lines have generally low rankings; at load scenario 4 the
highest-ranked line is in position 127 (TSO), 327 (DisCOs) or 228 (GenCOs). The
relatively strong GB N - 2 criterion for line outages (see Section 4.2.1) has a part in
this result, and it indicates an uneven risk level between different component types.
Better choices might be to include circuit breakers in the N - 1 criterion instead
of requiring N - 2 for lines, or to use N - 2 only for lines with importance indices
exceeding a certain threshold value. However, the result presented here are based
on Swedish component reliability data, hence the results are only indicative.

6.4.4

Component prioritization for GenCOs or DisCOs

The proposed component importance indices are based on the impact on the total
system reliability studied from the TSO’s viewpoint. However, a specific customer
such as a generation company (GenCO) with several wind farms could adopt
the indices for identifying his grid connections’ most critical components in the
transmission system. The GenCO could demand a certain degree of component
prioritization from the TSO.
A DisCO or GenCO located close to the identified components may demand a
more reliable grid connection from the TSO.

6.4.5

Conclusion

The advantage of component importance indices is that they provide a quantitative
link between the component reliability and the system reliability. It enables
identification of critical components to system reliability at different load scenarios.
This gives an important input to the decision-making in operational planning,
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investment and maintenance planning in the transmission system. The indices can
also provide a complement to the existing deterministic criteria.
This chapter presented the approach of separately identifying which components
are critical for TSO security margin, DisCOs and GenCOs. By studying these
three interests individually a more complete view of the critical components to
system reliability can be assessed by the TSO. As shown in the GB study, each
interest has its own set of prioritized components.
The approach of using the CTSs’ condition at post-contingency state as an
indicator of the impact on the TSO’s system security margin was adopted and
implemented in a component importance index. By identifying critical components
to this margin, the hypothesis is that a component that is important to the security
margin also constitutes a high risk to severe events.
The method’s applicability for existing transmission systems is proven by the
GB system study. It shows that it is possible to evaluate component importance
indices on a large power system model where the substation configurations are
modelled in detail and with AC power flow. The today’s available computational
resources enables such studies in the planning and design of the system. In shortterm operation the selection of outage events may need to be refined due to the
lesser available computational time.

Chapter 7

Component importance to
system vulnerability
This chapter introduce Paper V which presents component importance indices for
common-cause events with unknown outage rates. This enables comparison of the
component ranking for a sabotage scenario with the ranking for technical failures
introduced in Chapter 6. The approach is demonstrated on the GB system model.
It is recommended to read appended Paper V before reading this chapter.

7.1

Introduction

Traditionally, power system reliability models are analyzed with independent
failures, which give important input for improving system reliability for everyday
events. This approach were introduced in Chapter 6 with the presented component
importance indices evaluated with outage events caused by technical failures.
However, many power system blackouts are due to common-cause failures, typically
with a limited geographical impact, which are not easily susceptible to probabilistic
modelling. In Paper V, these events are initiated by acts of sabotage, but the cause
might as well be accidental human errors or adverse weather. By isolating these
two types of initiating incidents, a more complete view of the risks for a power
system can be assessed.

7.1.1

System vulnerability

The term vulnerability is used in Paper V for a system where the outage events
are initiated by sabotage threats. The intention of using this terminology is
to differentiate from system reliability, where the system here is assumed to be
perturbed solely by events initiated by random technical failures. Generally, the
term of “system vulnerability” is widely used in risk analysis of infrastructures,
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while “system reliability” is more commonly used within probabilistic risk methods
for power systems. For publications covering models and methods for antagonistic
attacks within power systems the terminology of system vulnerability is most
commonly used. However, there are exceptions and the concepts of vulnerability,
reliability and risk are closely related. A general adopted definition for power
system vulnerability does not exist and it is often defined within the context.
In this thesis the following definition is used, and this is partly adopted from
Holmgren [94]:
• The power system vulnerability “can be seen as a sensitivity to threats and
hazards that possibly will reduce the ability of the system to” [94] perform
its intended function.
Hazards are here considered to be accidental events initiated by, for instance,
technical failures or adverse weather. Threats are events that are deliberately
planned and initiated by antagonists in act of sabotage. In Paper V component
importance indices are introduced for quantifying threat scenarios. The component
importance indices introduced in Chapter 6 can be claimed to quantify system
scenarios where only hazards are present. This terminology is not used within the
appended papers, but is here included to show on the wider concept of system
vulnerability compared to system reliability.

7.1.2

Identifying critical components to sabotage

System vulnerability studies that incorporate intentional attacks on generic network
structures form a broad topic, and an extensive review is beyond the scope of
this thesis. Two recent contributions within this area are [95] and [96]. A more
transmission system oriented analysis, including an electrical model (optimal DC
power-flow), are presented by Salmeron et al. [97, 98]. In these two publications
optimization methods for finding worst-case scenarios with critical subset of components are presented. The systems are subjected to a number of attack scenarios
constrained with different total interdiction resources. Each component type, or
entire substation, in the system requires different interdiction resources to be
immobilized. Furthermore, the replacement time is dependent on the component
type (e.g. line or transformer). The attacker aims to maximize the system consequence, measured in the resulting curtailed load supply (MWh) caused by the
interdicted set of components. The result is a list with worst-case scenarios (i.e.
initiating outage events) for different sizes of the antagonists interdiction resources.
Salmeron et al. [98] demonstrates the method on a large test system based on an
existing regional network in the United States. The substation components and
configurations are not included in the model.
No publications have been found that rank the component importance to
intentional attacks on power systems. Instead the common approach is to rank
different interdiction scenarios which includes a set of critical components. This
certainly enables identification of possible system and component enhancements to
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reduce the consequences for the most critical scenarios. However, the contribution
from each component to the total system vulnerability is not identified. One
component included in the most severe scenario may be considered more important
than a component that is present in several low ranked scenarios. To avoid this,
the introduced approach in the next section aims to allocate the total system
consequence that the component can be held responsible for given a large number
of potential outage events initiated by an antagonist.

7.2

Proposed importance indices for
sabotage threats

7.2.1

General structure

The component importance indices for technical failures (introduced in Section
6.2) is in Paper V adjusted for events caused by sabotage threats. The indices
describes the components’ importance to the system vulnerability studied in (i)
system security margin, (ii) load supply, and (iii) generation units. The three
proposed component importance indices have the following general structure:
.
Vj,k
=

X

Q.i,k risevere

(7.1)

(i∈Ωj )∩∆

where
j
k
Ωj
∆
Q.i,k
risevere
SM
Vj,k
ENS
Vj,k
DG
Vj,k

is the component,
is the studied system load scenario,
is the set of outage events caused by component j,
is the subset of outage events available for the antagonist to initiate,
outage event i’s consequence on either (i) security margin (QCTS
i,k ),
DG
(ii) load supply (QPNS
i,k ) or (iii) generation (Qi,k ), at load scenario k,
event i’s outage duration for severe component failures [h],

component j’s vulnerability importance for security margin
at scenario k,
component j’s vulnerability importance for system load at scenario k,
component j’s vulnerability importance for generation at scenario k.

.
The component vulnerability index Vj,k
is here defined as the sum of consequences for events available for the antagonist, and where component j “caused”
the event at system load scenario k. The causing component is the final attacked
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component in the initiating outage event.1 ∆ is the subset of outage events that
are available for the antagonist to initiate. The antagonist can be constrained
by, for instance, limited interdiction resources or the accessibility to components.
In the GB system study this subset includes only the events where the attacked
components are spatially nearby.
The event consequence on the system consists of two parts: the direct consequence on the studied system function (Q.i,k ) and the restoration time for the
attacked components in outage event i (risevere ). The first part was introduced in
Section 6.2.5 for each of the three system functions of (i) system security margin,
(ii) load supply, and (iii) generation units. The second consequence part is here
included to also capture how long the system is going to be in a strained condition
after event i. Certain component types are more critical for the TSO to replace
than others, mainly because spares are not readily available. Power transformers
are one such example. The lead time for ordering a new power transformer is more
than 3 months, but is typically about 12 months according to ABB [99].
An event, with one or more attacked components, is assumed to always be
successful and the targeted components are always in such condition that they
needs to be replaced. The restoration time risevere is defined as the time when the
first component in the outage event is replaced.

7.2.2

GB system study

Method studies have been performed for the peak load scenario on the GB system
model presented in Section 4.2. Two general cases (scenarios) are studied: a system
where outage events are initiated by technical failures (hazards), or by sabotage
threats. For both cases the three importance indices are combined into a weighted
normalized index describing the component’s total importance. This weighted
TOT
index Ij,k
were introduced in Section 6.2.6 for technical failures, and an analogous
TOT
(see Eq. (3.4) in Paper V ).
definition is used for the total vulnerability index Vj,k
In the system study the three studied system functions are considered to be equally
important for simplicity. However, as been mentioned, the weighting could be
based on monetary basis or expert assessments.
The studied peak load demand represent a “worst case” system scenario which
only is present a few hours per year in GB (see section 4.2.3). The system is
at its margin of what it has been designed for and are mainly constrained by
reactive power generation resources. This load scenario was selected as it probably
maximizes the impact of the interdictions made by the antagonist.

1 This is analogous to as previous described in Section 6.2.3 for the component reliability
importance indices.
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Technical failure scenario
The GB system study for technical failures were introduced in Section 6.3. The
differences of the two system studies of technical failure in Paper IV and V, were
described in Section 6.3.1. The main differences are the way non-converged outage
events are handled, and the CTS parameter settings. However, for both scenarios
in Paper V the same prerequisites are used and the resulting component ranking
can be compared.
Sabotage threat scenario
In the studied scenario the sabotage is assumed to occur in a short time interval
during a system peak load, and the attacker has knowledge of when this occurs.
The antagonist has no expert knowledge of different components criticality in the
overall system, and picks a location for the sabotage randomly. The location is
either a substation or line corridor and the antagonist has the ability to cause one
or two component outages during the attack.
Table 4.6 on page 45 shows the component replacement times after severe
outages caused by sabotage. The outages are of the type that trigger the protection
equipment involved. The function of the protection equipment is, however, not
guaranteed. Circuit breakers (CB) have a probability of being stuck as specified in
Table 4.5 on page 44. However, these stuck circuit breakers are not considered to
have “caused” the event, since it is the final attacked component that is allocated
the system impact.
For sabotage on busbars it is assumed that the substation is in such bad
condition that reserve busbars cannot be used.
Due to the antagonist’s spatial constraint, the evaluated events for the sabotage
scenario is a subset of the studied events listed in Section 6.3.2.
Result summary
The results for the component importance indices for the technical failure scenario
are shown in Figures 4-6 in Paper V. For both I EENS and I DG the results (in
MWh/yr) are remarkably high. This is partly explained by the annualized results;
the studied peak load scenario is only present a few hours per year. However,
the major explanation is the assumption of considering all non-converged events
as system collapse. About 1.1% of the studied outage events (50×106 ) are nonconverged events and these have great impact on I EENS and I DG , but less on
I SM . A few of these are single component outages that results in cascading events
and eventually non-convergence in the AC power flow method. Since these single
initiating events have a relatively high probability of occurrence, their impact on
the component indices result is significant. This also explains the similar results
for I EENS and I DG .
The total component ranking for the sabotage scenario is shown in Figure
8 in Paper V. Of the top thirty components, thirteen are transformers (TR),
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eleven are disconnectors (DISC) and six are circuit breakers (CB). This mixture of
different component types is explained by a closer result analysis: the transformers
tend to have a small momentary system consequence (Q. ) but a larger long
term consequence due to long replacement times (three months). For the circuit
breakers and the disconnectors the results are the opposite: high momentary system
consequence but relatively short replacement times. However, the absolutely top
ranked component, transformer TR WALP11-WALP40, has both a high momentary
system impact (it is included in many blackout events), and a large long term
consequence. Detailed analysis shows that the transformer’s ranking declines at
lower system loads, probably explained by the increased redundancy in parallel
circuits.

7.3

Conclusion

The final result of the GB system screening, including nearly 7 000 components, is a
ranking list indicating the 30 most critical components for each of the two scenarios.
The presented results provide insight into the component importance (by hazards
or threats) but more importantly it highlights one important problem. The system
owner’s past experience of outage events caused by technical failure cannot be
used unmodified to draw conclusions about the vulnerability to, and consequences
of, an antagonistic attack. An estimate of the most critical components based on
equipment failure data will not give the most critical components based on an
attack scenario. Moreover, the results from the GB study show that overlaps in the
ranking lists exist, which means that synergistic effects from protection measures
could be achieved when system improvements are considered. The results from
the GB study should however be considered as indicators since a number of model
assumptions have been made.
Based on the results, the system operator can perform further and more detailed
analysis on a few components and then make the necessary investments to improve
the system reliability for equipment failures and strengthen the system vulnerability
against sabotage.

Chapter 8

Closure
This chapter concludes the thesis and present areas for future work.

8.1

Conclusions

This thesis has presented quantitative methods for identifying critical components
for power system reliability. Component importance indices applicable for transmission systems are developed and applied on test systems and a model of the GB
transmission system at 400 and 275 kV. The component’s importance is dependent
on its associated risk of causing single or multiple outage events with impact on
system function. Several load scenarios are studied and outage events are evaluated
with the AC power flow technique. The events are assumed to be initiated by either
independent technical failures modelled with statistical data, or common-cause
events initiated by acts of sabotage.
The primary contribution of this thesis is the method quantifying each component’s importance to the TSO’s security margin, the DisCOs’ load supply, and
the GenCOs’ generation units. By identifying critical components to these three
interests individually a more complete view of the risks to system reliability can be
assessed by the TSO. The GB system study shows that each interest has its own
set of prioritized components.
A majority of the outage events in transmission systems do not result in
interrupted DisCOs or GenCOs, but in reduced security margins for the TSO.
These events provide valuable information of system reliability which not are
captured by traditional quantitative adequacy indices. The hypothesis is that
a component that is important to the security margin also constitute a higher
risk of causing severe system states. The second contribution of this thesis is
the approach of using the critical transfer sections’ condition at post-contingency
state as an indicator of an outage event’s impact on system security margin. This
link is possible since the critical transfer sections’ capability limits are set secured
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to the deterministic security criteria with regard to thermal, voltage level and
system stability limits. The advantage of studying critical transfer sections is a
fast estimate of an outage event’s impact on the security margin in the system.
The third contribution is the method demonstration showing that the developed
indices can be used in real systems. The method’s applicability for existing
transmission systems is proven by the GB system model study, including 7 000
components and 200 million studied outage events at different load scenarios. It
shows that it is possible to evaluate importance indices for large power system
models where the substation configurations are modelled in detail and with the AC
power flow technique. Today’s available computational resources enable such studies
in the planning and design of the system. The proposed component importance
indices provides one important input to the TSO’s decision-making and can be
used as a complement to the existing deterministic criteria.
Probabilistic reliability evaluations of transmission systems include a number
of model assumptions and data uncertainties. The results should be treated as
indicators rather than exact facts in the further decision-making. One of the major
challenges is how to model and estimate the probabilities of the initiating incidents
causing multiple component outages. Assuming outage events caused by multiple
independent failures is a common approximation which also is adopted in this
thesis. However, the mechanisms behind severe outage events are often complex and
involve dependent failures which are not easily susceptible of probabilistic modelling.
Here can the second proposed method, with component importance indices for
common-cause events with unknown outage rates, provide an additional input to
the TSO’s decision making. In the GB system study these events are assumed
to be initiated by acts of sabotage, but the cause might as well be accidental
human errors or adverse weather with limited geographical impact. With the two
methods applied a TSO can perform further and more detailed assessments on
a few critical components in order to enhance system reliability for equipment
failures and strengthen the system vulnerability against sabotage.

8.2
8.2.1

Future Work
Cooperation with the GB system implementation

The implementation and verification of the Great Britain (GB) power system model
constitute one result of this thesis. Compared to earlier published test systems
the GB model implementation is relatively detailed, including substations and a
majority of the power components. The model can be applicable for verification
and demonstration of various methods developed for transmission system analysis.
Hence, the author and the RCAM research group would appreciate if the model
could be used in future studies and research cooperation is possible.
Furthermore, to publish a test system based on the existing GB transmission
system is also one interesting activity. The GB system model implementation is
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currently only available in the Neplan file format, but there are possibilities to
convert this to the PSS/E or the UCTE file format.

8.2.2

Combining deterministic criteria with component risk
indices

The transmission system is normally planned and operated with deterministic
criteria including component types such as lines, busbars and generators, but
component types such as circuit breakers are normally excluded. By combining the
importance indices presented in this thesis with the existing deterministic criteria,
the TSO’s security framework could be extended to also include these components.
Furthermore, components included in the N - 1 criterion, that are found critical for
certain system areas (e.g. cities) could be monitored with component importance
indices instead of adhering to the N - 2 criterion. This could be implemented by
setting a maximum threshold value for each of the three proposed component
importance indices.
A methodology for a combined deterministic and probabilistic security criteria
implemented with component importance indices is one interesting research topic
for future work. Challenges to be solved are for instance, how the thresholds values
are set, and the computational time for operational time-scales.
A second possible application for component importance indices in transmission
systems is to evaluate the existing deterministic criteria. One important question
is which component types and outage events should be included in the secured
events in the criteria, and here can the proposed method support the decision.

8.2.3

Reliability evaluation technique

It would be interesting to investigate if it is possible to adopt the Monte Carlo
simulation technique for the proposed method. There are several advantages with
this technique, where one is that it provides the probability distributions of the
component importance indices. However, it is generally relatively computational
intensive and the approach may not be applicable for large scale transmission
systems.

8.2.4

Integrating the method within the TSO’s existing software environment

It is the author’s belief that the proposed method relatively easy could be integrated
with the TSO’s existing software tools for power system planning. For future work
it would be interesting to conduct a pre-study for how this integration could be
performed for the Swedish transmission system operator.

Appendix A

Appendix A
A.1

Outage model for components

Figure A.1 shows a two state model for a repairable component, which is the
model adopted in this thesis. Parameter MTTF represent the mean time to failure
(hours), MTTR the mean time to repair (hours), λ the failure rate (failures/year),
and µ the repair rate (repairs/year).
In order to get the same units (in years) in the following equations, let d =
MTTF/8760 and r = MTTR/8760, where 8760 is the number of hours per year.
The following equations describes the relationship between the model parameters [9]:

λ

=

1
8760
=
[f/yr]
d
MTTF

(A.1)

component
state
in-service

MTTF
in-service
state

down
MTTR

λ
µ

time

Figure A.1: Two state outage model for a repairable component.
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µ

=

1
8760
=
[1/yr]
r
MTTR

(A.2)

f

=

8760
1
=
[f/yr]
d+r
MTTF + MTTR

(A.3)

U

=
=

MTTR
MTTF + MTTR
fr

(A.5)

≃

λr [-]

(A.6)

(A.4)

In the above equations f represent the average failure frequency (failures/year).
Normally r ≪ d and the numerical values of f and λ are then close. The approximative equation for the component unavailability U in (A.6) is therefore justified
in most outage types in the power system.1 In this thesis this approximation is
adopted and f and λ are treated as the same quantity if nothing else is mentioned.

A.2

Model for multiple independent outages

Approximate equations can be used to calculate the expected outage rate and
duration for multiple outage events. Markov techniques are applied to derive these
equations from second order events and up to any order above. In this thesis
equations for second order events has been obtained from [1]. The reader is referred
to [1] for equations of higher order outage events.
Figure A.2 shows an event of two overlapping single component outages. The
notations of the multiple outage events’ outage rate and duration are shown in the
figure. The involved component outages can be of the same type or of different
types.2
Two overlapping component outages of same outage type
Equations (A.7)-(A.11) give the resulting reliability properties for the multiple
outage event of two component outages of the same type, e.g. two permanent forced
outages p.

1 For scheduled outages that occur relatively frequently and with relatively long outage
duration this approximation may result in unacceptable errors.
2 Same outage type: e.g. two overlapping permanent outages. Different type: e.g. a scheduled
component outage followed by a forced outage in the system.

A.2. Model for multiple independent outages

λ i , ri
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Overlapping
outage event

λ 1 , r1
λ 2 , r2
Time
Component
outage 1 starts

Component
outage 2 starts

Figure A.2: Illustrative picture of an overlapping outage event i including two component
outages.

λpp
i

=

λ1 λ2 (r1 + r2 )
[f/yr]
1 + λ 1 r1 + λ 2 r 2

(A.7)

if λj rj ≪ 1 then
≃

λ1 λ2 (r1 + r2 ) [f/yr]

(A.8)

ripp

=

r1 r2
[yr]
r1 + r 2

(A.9)

Uipp

=

fipp ripp

(A.10)

≃

pp
λpp
i ri = λ1 λ2 r1 r2 [-]

(A.11)

, where
λj :
rj :

failure rate for component j [f/yr],
duration for the outage in component j [yr],

fipp :
λpp
i :

failure frequency for overlapping outage event i [f/yr],

ripp
Uipp

:

restoration time for overlapping outage event i [yr],

:

unavailability for the overlapping outage event i [-].

failure rate for overlapping outage event i [f/yr],
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Two overlapping component outages of different outage type
If a scheduled outage m is followed by a permanent forced outage p Equations
(A.12)-(A.14) can be used to describe this multiple event.
λpm
i

=

p m m
m
λp1 (λm
2 r2 ) + λ2 (λ1 r1 )

Uipm

=

m
λp1 (λm
2 r2 )

ripm

=

Uipm
λpm
i

r1p r2m
r1m r2p
p m m
+
λ
(λ
r
)
1
1
2
+ r2m
r1m + r2p

r1p

(A.12)
(A.13)
(A.14)

, where
λpj :
rjp :
λm
j :

forced outage rate for component j [f/yr],
restoration time for forced outage in component j [yr],
scheduled outage rate for component j [f/yr],

rjm :
λpm
:
i
Uipm

:

ripm :

restoration time for scheduled outage in component j [yr],
failure rate for overlapping outage event i
of a scheduled outage (m) followed by a forced outage (p),
unavailability for the overlapping outage event i
of a scheduled outage (m) followed by a forced outage (p),
expected restoration time for the overlapping outage event i
of a scheduled outage (m) followed by a forced outage (p) [yr].

A.3

Reliability Indices

Reliability indices gives a quantitative measure of the reliability in the load points
or in the overall system. The following definitions have been adopted from Billinton
and Allan [1].

A.3.1

Load Point Indices

Indices used for measuring the reliability in a load point lpi are:
• λlpi [int/yr]: interruption of supply rate per year
• Ulpi [h/yr]: the unavailability in hours per year

A.3. Reliability Indices

A.3.2
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System Indices based on load point indices

Based on the load point indices a number of ‘weighted’ system indices can be
calculated.
Nlpi : number of customers in load point lpi
Llpi : average load demand in load point lpi
Customer oriented system indices
• System average interruption frequency index (SAIFI) [int/yr,cust]:
P
Nlpi λlpi
SAIFI = P
Nlpi

(A.15)

• System average interruption duration index (SAIDI) [h/yr,cust]:
P
Nlpi Ulpi
SAIDI = P
Nlpi

(A.16)

• Customer average interruption duration index (CAIDI) [h/int]:
P
Nlpi Ulpi
SAIDI
CAIDI = P
=
Nlpi λlpi
SAIFI

(A.17)

• Average service availability index (ASAI):
P
Nlpi · 8760 − Ulpi Nlpi
P
ASAI =
Nlpi · 8760

(A.18)

Energy oriented system indices
• Average energy not supplied per customer served (AENS) [kWh/yr,cust]:
P
Ulpi Llpi
(A.19)
AENS = P
Nlpi
• Expected energy not supplied (EENS) [kWh/yr] or [MWh/yr]:
X
EENS =
Ulpi Llpi

(A.20)
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The system index EENS

The following definition for EENS can also be used from an evaluation perspective
where the enumeration method is used. This definition is adopted from [9].
P (s): probability of system state s
Q(s): curtailed load in system state s [MW]
Nk: number of load level scenarios
k: load level scenario
Tk : duration of the k th load level scenario [hours]
Fi : set of all outage events at the k th load level scenario
• Expected energy not supplied (EENS) [MWh/period]:
EENS =

Nk
X

k=1

Tk

X

s∈Fi

P (s)Q(s)

(A.21)
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